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Abstract 
Clean energy supply and pollution control technologies—including renewable energies, energy 
storage, smart grid energies, and pollution mitigation—have become a policy focus in the United 
States and other countries, with research and development, commercial investment, and production 
increasing in these technologies. Researchers and policymakers are interested in metrics to better 
assess these rapidly emerging technologies. Patents are commonly used in measuring inventive 
activity, which may indicate nascent and future areas of innovation.  

At the request of the National Science Foundation's National Center for Science and Engineering 
Statistics, the Patent Board has developed a method to identify patents in clean energy supply and 
pollution control technologies. This method uses complex filters consisting of patent classification 
codes and text strings to identify patents in these technology areas, an approach that is likely far 
more accurate than patent filters that rely solely on patent classification codes. These filters have 
identified four broad technology areas that are relevant to clean energy supply and pollution 
control—alternative energy, pollution mitigation, energy storage, and smart grid—which are 
further divided into 28 specific technologies.  

These filters were initially developed to create indicators of inventive activity focused on clean 
energy supply and pollution control technologies for publication in Science and Engineering 
Indicators 2012 (NSB 2012). The preliminary results identified 6,100 U.S. Patent and Trademark 
Office (USPTO) patents granted in 2010 in these technologies, amounting to 3% of all USPTO 
patents. Among the four broad technology areas, alternative energy was the largest (3,000), 
followed by pollution mitigation (1,900), energy storage (1,000), and smart grid (500).[2] 
Inventors located in the United States accounted for almost half of USPTO clean energy supply 
and pollution control patents granted in 2010. Japan is the next largest location, with a global share 
of 23%, followed by the European Union, with a share of 16%. South Korea and Taiwan have a 
combined share of 8%.  

This report makes the filters of clean energy supply and pollution control patents publicly 
available. Researchers, patent offices, and other users are welcome to assess patenting in these 
technologies and to test, modify, and improve the filters. These filters could be used to identify 
the location and name of inventors and owners on these patents to look at issues such as the 
extent of non-U.S. ownership of these patents, the degree of inventiveness by small businesses 
or individual inventors, or the influence of scientific research on these patents.  

These filters have been effective in identifying USPTO patents and applications, but most could 
also be applied, with minor modification, to patents of other offices that utilize International and 
European Patent Classification codes. Some of the filters, however, rely heavily on USPTO 
classification codes, which only appear on USPTO patents, and the English-language keywords 
used in the text string searches would need to be adapted for use in non-English-language patents.  
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Introduction 
Clean energy supply and pollution control technologies, including renewable and nuclear energy, 
energy storage, smart grid, and pollution mitigation, have become a policy focus in developed and 
developing nations. These technologies are knowledge intensive and thus are closely linked to 
scientific research and development. Production, investment, and innovation in these energies and 
technologies are rapidly growing in many countries.  

Patents are commonly used as an indicator of technological innovation because they have 
information on the type and location of inventors and owners, the type(s) of technology, and their 
linkage to and reliance on prior patents and relevant scientific literature. Although several existing 
studies have identified patents in these technologies, their approach is likely a rough and inexact 
measure.  

The National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics requested that the Patent Board 
develop a method to identify accurately those patents related to a number of clean energy supply 
and pollution control technologies as a proxy of measuring innovation in these technologies. These 
filters have identified four broad technology areas that are relevant to clean energy supply and 
pollution control—alternative energy, energy storage, smart grid, and pollution mitigation—that 
are further divided into 28 specific technologies (table 1). Alternative energy includes bioenergy, 
nuclear, solar, and wind technologies. Energy storage and smart grid are technology areas that help 
increase the supply and reliability of clean energies. Pollution mitigation makes conventional 
energy sources cleaner by reducing or eliminating their emissions. This study does not address 
energy demand technologies such as energy efficiency or pollution prevention.  

This report is adapted from the final report of this patent filter development issued by the Patent 
Board. This report consists of five sections. The first section briefly outlines the general techniques that 
the Patent Board uses to develop a patent filter for any technology. The second section describes the 
development of the clean energy supply and pollution control technology filters. The third section 
discusses testing to validate these filters. The fourth section presents preliminary results of 
patenting activity in these technologies. The fifth section briefly discusses recommendations for 
future work. 
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TABLE 1. Classification of clean energy and supply and pollution control technologies
I. Alternative energy

Bioenergy
Electric and hybrid vehicles
Fuel cells
Geothermal
Hydropower
Nuclear
Solar
Wave, tidal, and ocean
Wind

II. Energy storage
Batteries
Compressed air
Flywheels
Hydrogen production and storage
Superconducting magnetic energy storage
Thermal energy storage
Ultracapacitors

III. Pollution mitigation
Carbon and other greenhouse gas capture and storage
Cleaner coal
Environmental remediation
Pollution control–air
Pollution control–solid waste
Pollution control–water
Recycling

IV. Smart grid
Advanced components
Advanced control methods
Improved interface and decision support
Integrated communications
Sensing and measurement

SOURCES: The Patent Board™, and National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics.   
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General Process of Patent Filter Development 
Identifying patents relevant in a particular technology usually requires developing a filter. A filter 
can be as simple as a set of patent classification codes—for example, International Patent 
Classification (IPC), European Classification (ECLA), and/or U.S. Patent Classification (USPC). 
However, a filter that solely relies on patent classification codes may fail to capture all relevant 
patents or could identify erroneous patents, especially in emerging or cross-cutting technologies 
such as clean energy supply. Although they are based on the technology of the patent, patent 
classification codes typically are not compatible with technologies classified by industry or end 
use.  

A more complex patent filter consists of a set of terms searched for in different sections of a patent 
document or a combination of patent classification codes and search terms. Patent filter creation is 
an iterative process, with the length of time and resources required dependent on the complexity of 
the technology, the transparency of the keywords and codes, and the degree of desired accuracy. A 
robust development process for a patent filter includes the following steps: 

• A technology or product is selected and then researched to identify the specific components of
the technology or product.

• Existing patent filter(s) of similar or related technologies are researched.

• Companies are identified that currently are active in producing or patenting in relevant
technology (ies) or product(s).

• Patent classification codes and keywords initially are identified from existing patent filters and
from patents owned by companies with technologies that are related to the technology or
product.

• Additional related codes and keywords are gathered through research, particularly through 
examination of the patent classification websites sponsored by the World Intellectual Property 
Organization (WIPO; for IPC codes, see http://web2.wipo.int/ipcpub/#lang=en&refresh=page); 
European Patent Office (for ECLA codes, see
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/classification?locale=en_EP#!/CPC=Y02E30%2F00); and U.S. 
Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO; for USPTO codes, see
https://www.uspto.gov/web/patents/classification/selectnumwithtitle.htm).

• Patent search algorithms are created using classification codes and keywords and then refined
to maximize their identification of relevant patents and to minimize identification of erroneous
patents.

We used this general process of filter development in three of the four broad areas of clean energy 
supply and pollution control technologies—alternative energy, energy storage, and pollution 
mitigation. In the fourth area, smart grid, we used a different method because of the lack of 
precursor studies that identified patent codes in this area.  
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In the broad areas of alternative energy, energy storage, and pollution mitigation, we used patent 
codes from existing studies of patent filters in these areas to make a preliminary identification of 
patents. If most of the patents appeared to be relevant to the technology of interest (approximately 
70%), then the exact code was included in our filter. For codes that did not meet this criterion, we 
added basic keywords to our filter. In some instances, we used keywords to exclude patents that, 
although they were identified by the codes in our filters, we judged were not relevant to the 
technology area.  

In addition to the codes mentioned in the studies, especially for the areas with few codes provided, 
we identified additional codes through several techniques: (1) new IPC or USPC codes 
corresponding to known relevant USPC or IPC codes, (2) the use of the Catchwords Index on the 
WIPO and USPTO classification websites,[3] and (3) new codes on patents found through 
keyword-only filters.  

Generating filters to capture patents over a long period of time can introduce some flaws. In any 
technology, to some degree, terminology and classification codes change over time. Filters 
designed for current terminology and coding may be less effective at capturing relevant older 
patents or may capture older patents that are not applicable to the technologies that are driving 
inventions today. In addition, these filters may capture new technologies that eventually will be 
found to have a negative impact on the environment. However, it is beyond the scope of this 
project to determine the long-term effects of current technologies. 
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Development of Patent Filters in Clean Energy Supply and Pollution Control 
This section consists of four parts that discuss development of patent filters in the broad 
technology areas—alternative energy, energy storage, pollution mitigation, and smart grid. 

Alternative Energy Filter Development 
We initiated filter development by investigating the main technological components of alternative 
energy technologies and identifying patent classification codes associated with these technologies 
in the following six sources (appendix A, table A-1, has more information on how these sources 
were used in the various technology areas): 

• Centre d'économie industrielle (CERNA), Invention and Transfer of Climate Change 
Mitigation Technologies on a Global Scale: A Study Drawing on Patent Data (CERNA 2008) 

• USPTO, "Pilot Program for Green Technologies Including Greenhouse Gas Reduction" 
(USPTO 2009)[4]  

• Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), "Patents in Environment-
Related Technologies," in OECD Science, Technology and Industry Scoreboard 2009 (OECD 
2009:52–53) 

• Cleantech Group, Clean Energy Patent Growth Index (CEPGI) (Cleantech Group 2010) 

• WIPO, Patent-based Technology Analysis Report—Alternative Energy Technology (WIPO 
n.d., annex A) 

• OECD, Working Party on National Environmental Policies: Environmental Policies, 
Technological Change and Patent Activity (OECD 2008, table 15) 

The CERNA, OECD, and WIPO approaches used IPC codes, whereas the USPTO and CEPGI 
approaches specified potential USPC codes. Some energy areas in these resources had only a 
handful of patent classification codes to reference, while others had 20 patent classification codes 
or more. We found some codes were too aggregated for identifying the narrower patent areas of 
interest, while others were precisely aligned with the innovations of interest.  

The alternative energy area is not defined by a single patent classification code (or even by 
multiple patent classification codes) because it consists of an agglomeration of many technologies 
depending on the type of energy source. Additionally, because patent classification codes focus on 
the inventive technology, they may not be well suited to identify the end use of a patent. Therefore, 
it was crucial to create keyword filters along with identifying patent codes for each technology 
area.  

The resulting initial filters for several alternative energy areas consisted of a few queries, which were 
then applied to USPTO-granted patents and published applications from 1980 to the present. For 
example, in the sample query in exhibit 1, we defined geothermal energy patents with the following 
queries:   
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• Patents classified in one of six specific patent classes 

• Patents classified in one of three other patent classes and also having particular terms in the 
patent's title, abstract, or claims 

• Patents having at least one of several other significant terms in the title, abstract, or claims 

 

 

This first attempt, which was mainly based on patent classification codes, was found to be too 
inaccurate, given that many areas were defined with codes that were too broad, while others had 
too few codes to completely capture an area. We compared counts of USPTO patent grants and 
applications identified by our preliminary filters with those identified by the search criteria from 
the six studies mentioned earlier. Patent trends over time were compared in six of the alternative 
energy subareas.  

Although our preliminary filters aligned nicely with the various study results in some areas, other 
areas showed questionable deviations. Therefore, we further refined our filters in a second pass.  

The second pass of filtering entailed adding more keywords and more refined codes, often 
discovered through investigation of companies working in these technology areas. Some areas 
needed adjustments to remove false-positives (patents identified by the filters that were not 
relevant to the technology area), while other areas needed additional filter keywords or codes to 
identify missing patents. In addition, we tested additional codes, keywords, and phrases that were 
identified as potentially relevant in the first iteration. We decided that these filters should err on the 
side of missing relevant patents rather than identifying patents that were not relevant to the 
technology areas.[5] 

 

IPC Codes or USPC Codes: 

0606412* or 0606413* or 0606414* or 0606415* or F03G0004* or F24J000308* 

OR 

IPC Codes or USPC Codes: 

165045* or F24J000300* or F24J000306* 

AND 
Title, Abstract or Claims: 

earth near6 (heat adj (exchange* or pump*)) 

OR 

Title, Abstract, or Claims: 

geotherm* or "geo-thermal" or geothermic or "geo-thermic" or geosteam* or "geo-steam" or geoheat* or "geo-heat" or 
geopower* or "geo-power" 

EXHIBIT 1. Example of first-pass filter queries: Geothermal energy 
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We used more keywords to target some of the major components in the alternative energy 
subareas. Filters without keywords were further tested to ascertain the number of false-positives 
they captured. Keywords were then added to these filters to include more synonyms, as well as to 
capture supporting technologies and techniques. We identified companies working in each area 
and verified that the filters captured these companies' patents. This often identified new keywords 
or keyword combinations to add to the filters. 

In this second pass of filter development, we also were able to take advantage of the newly 
introduced ECLA Y02 codes, which focus on climate change. These class codes identified 
additional patents in many subareas where the searched patent text did not include critical filter 
terms. The two subareas most greatly affected were hydropower and bioenergy.[6] Despite the 
extensive work on adding keywords, most of the filters remained primarily based on patent 
classification codes. Keywords were used for only the main elements of the technology. Keywords 
(or codes) that identified more patents not applicable to the technology area than relevant patents 
were not included. The second pass resulted in the identification of from 10% to 57% more patents 
in each main technology area, while the number of false-positives removed varied from several 
hundred to over 1,000 patents. (See exhibit 2 for a sample second-pass query on geothermal energy 
that shows its greater length and sophistication compared to the first-pass query shown in the 
previous section.) 

 EXHIBIT 2. Sample second-pass query on geothermal energy 

Base Filter 1: (codes and exclusionary keywords) 

IPC Codes:  

F03G0004* or F24J000308* 

NOT 

Title:  

explosion*1 or garment*1 or wellbore*1 or (well adj bore*1) or hurricane*1 or dissipat*4 

OR 

Base Filter 2: (codes and keywords) 

USPC Codes:  

0606412* or 0606413* or 0606414* or 0606415* 

AND 

Full Text:  

(invention or embodiment) same (geotherm* or "geo-thermal" or geothermic or "geo-thermic" or geosteam* or "geo-
steam" or geoheat* or "geo-heat" or geopower* or "geo-power" or (geoexchange or (geo adj exchange) or (earth adj 
coupled) or "earth energy" or ((water or ground) adj2 (heat adj pump*1)) or GSHP or GHP or ("thermal energy" near5 
(ground or earth)) or (ground adj2 heat))) 

OR 

Title/Abstract/Claims:  

geotherm* or "geo-thermal" or geothermic or "geo-thermic" or geosteam* or "geo-steam" or geoheat* or "geo-heat" or 
geopower* or "geo-power" or (geoexchange or (geo adj exchange) or (earth adj coupled) or "earth energy" or ((water or 
ground) adj2 (heat adj pump*1)) or GSHP or GHP or ("thermal energy" near5 (ground or earth)) or (ground adj2 heat) or 
((heat adj exchang*) near5 (earth or ground))) 
 

(continued on next page) 

 



 

 

 
 
  

OR 

IPC and USPC Codes:  

165045* or F24J000300* or F24J000306* or F25D002312 or F01K002310 or F01K0025* or F01K002700 or F25B003000 or 
F25B003002 or F25B003004 

AND 

Title/Abstract/Claims: 

(earth near6 (heat adj (exchange* or pump*))) or geotherm* or "geo-thermal" or geothermic or "geo-thermic" or geosteam* 
or "geo-steam" or geoheat* or "geo-heat" or geopower* or "geo-power" or (geoexchange or (geo adj exchange) or (earth adj 
coupled) or "earth energy" or ((water or ground) adj2 (heat adj pump*1)) or GSHP or GHP or ("thermal energy" near5 (ground 
or earth)) or (ground adj2 heat) or ((heat adj exchang*) near5 (earth or ground))) 

OR 

IPC Codes:  

F28D* 

AND 

Claims: 

(geothermal or (geo adj thermal)) 

OR 

Title/Abstract: 

((groundwater or (ground adj water) or underground or subterranean or magma or volcano* or geyser*1 or (hot adj  
spring*1) or (((dry adj steam) or (hot adj water)) adj well*1)) NOT (solar or oil or gas or dehumid*)) 

OR 

Base Filter 3: (keywords only) 

Title or Abstract:  

geotherm* or "geo-thermal" or geothermic or "geo-thermic" or geosteam* or "geo-steam" or geoheat* or "geo-heat" or 
geopower* or "geo-power"  

OR 

Claims:  

(((geotherm* or "geo-thermal" or geothermic or "geo-thermic" or geosteam* or "geo-steam" or geoheat* or "geo-heat" or 
geopower* or "geo-power") same (electricity or energy or heating or cooling or heat or system)) not (solar or wind or nuclear)) 
or ((geothermal or (geo adj thermal)) same (turbine*1 or drill*)) or ((geothermal or (geo adj thermal)) adj brine*) 

OR 

Title/Abstract/Claims:  

("rankine cycle" and (geotherm* or "geo-thermal")) or ((dry or flash) adj (steam adj plant*1)) or (binary adj (power adj 
plant*1)) or ((generat* adj electricity) near5 (heat near5 earth)) or ((earth near3 heat) near5 loop) or "ground source heat 
pump" or "ground source heat pumps" or ((geotherm* or (geo adj therm*)) near5 (heat adj pump*1)) or geoexchange or (geo 
adj exchange) 

OR 

Base Filter 4: (keyword combination) 

Claims:  

(geothermal or (geo adj thermal)) 

 

(continued on next page) 
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AND 
Title:  

earth or groundwater or soil or underground or subterranean or ground or magma or (ground adj water) or volcano* or 
geyser*1 or (hot adj spring*1) or (((dry adj steam) or (hot adj water)) adj well*1) 

OR 
Title or Abstract:  

(heat adj (transfer or exchange)) or (recover* adj heat) or (heat adj pump*1) or (transfer* adj heat) 

OR 

ECLA Codes:  

Y02E00101* 

AND 
Title: 
(energy or power or electricity) not (wind or solar or wave or tidal or ocean) 

NOT 

Exclusionary Filter: applied against all 

Title: computer or "wireless communication" or "safety belt" or "underground storage" or imidazotriaz* or biogas or fungi 
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Energy Storage Filtering Process 
We developed filters for seven subareas within this larger technology area; resource constraints 
precluded a full investigation of all of the diverse types of energy storage in development. We 
focused on batteries and ultracapacitors because of strong policy interest and federal government 
funding of R&D to support these technologies. We used a U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) 
Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy study (Ruegg and Thomas 2008) to help us 
identify USPC and IPC patent classification codes in these subareas. In addition, we used the 
ECLA's Y02 classification codes to help define five other subareas—compressed air, thermal 
energy,[7] superconducting magnetic energy storage, flywheels, and hydrogen, which is used in 
fuel cells. (See appendix A, table A-2, for a list of sources and how they were used in each 
subarea.)  

Pollution Mitigation Filtering Process 
We used four existing sources to help create filters for seven subareas of pollution mitigation (see 
appendix A, table A-3, for information on how these sources were used in the various subareas):  

• OECD, Environmental Policy and Technological Innovation (OECD 2010)  

• OECD, Working Party on National Environmental Policies: Environmental Policies, 
Technological Change and Patent Activity (OECD 2008, table 15)  

• Lanjouw and Mody, "Innovation and the International Diffusion of Environmentally 
Responsive Technology" (Lanjouw and Mody 1996) 

• WIPO, IPC Green Inventory (WIPO 2010) 

We found significant overlap among technologies in the various subareas (e.g., recycling that is 
also part of solid waste pollution control). We examined subarea combinations that had more than 
10% of their patents in common to determine whether the overlap was valid or whether further 
refinement of the filters was necessary to classify patents in the most relevant subarea. The largest 
overlap found was between cleaner coal and carbon and other greenhouse gas capture and storage, 
which we found was valid.  

A further complication we discovered is that some of these subareas have major subcategories that 
require separate, more focused filters to be built. For instance, a very large part of the pollution 
mitigation—air subarea is related to vehicle emissions, which is found in classification codes other 
than air pollution in general, thus requiring completely different search queries. 

Another concern that emerged during the filter creation for pollution mitigation regarded clean-up 
technologies that may prove to have negative environmental effects in the future. There are several 
technologies within pollution mitigation that clean up known pollutants but could themselves 
cause environmental problems in the future. We chose to include these technologies in our filters 
because it is beyond the scope of our study to assess possible future negative environmental 
impacts of current pollution mitigation technologies. 
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Smart Grid Filtering Process 
The lack of precursor studies and patent codes related directly to smart grid necessitated a different 
method in developing this filter. According to the National Energy Technology Laboratory 
(NETL) of the U.S. Department of Energy, the Smart Grid can be categorized into five key 
technology areas (KTAs): advanced components; advanced control methods (ACM); improved 
interfaces and decision support (IIDS); integrated communications; and sensing and measurement 
technologies. Each of these five KTAs has a multitude of individual technologies and concepts that 
cannot be captured by a single search query. Therefore, the broad smart grid area consists of 
individually created filters based on these subcomponents.  

The Patent Board used a variety of sources from DOE and others in developing this filter (see 
appendix A, table A-4, for how these sources were used in the various subareas):  

• NETL, A Compendium of Smart Grid Technologies, conducted for DOE, Office of Electricity 
Delivery and Energy Reliability (OE) (NETL 2009) 

• NETL, A Systems View of the Modern Grid, conducted for DOE, OE (NETL 2007) 

• North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC), Reliability Considerations from 
Integration of Smart Grid (NERC 2010b) 

• Smart Grid Information Clearinghouse website (http://www.sgiclearinghouse.org/)  

• DOE, "Grid 2030"—A National Vision for Electricity's Second 100 Years (DOE/OETD 2003) 

• DOE, National Electric Delivery Technologies Roadmap (DOE/OETD 2004) 

• "The Smart Grid" (The Smart Grid 2011) 

In addition, we used the following sources to identify companies working in these technologies, 
which led to identification of specific patents in smart grid technologies: 

• U.S. Smart Grid: Finding New Ways to Cut Carbon and Create Jobs, report prepared for the 
Environmental Defense Fund (Low, Fan, and Gereffi 2011) 

• Enabling Technologies for the Smart Grid (BCC Research 2009, table of contents)[8]  

• Top Ten Smart Grid (St. John 2009) 

We developed a narrow filter for each KTA to capture current or projected future use of 
technologies as outlined in NETL (2009). Overall, many of the subcomponents of the five KTAs 
were limited to a grid application in order to keep out irrelevant patents and keep the patent sets 
manageable. Because of this limitation, we may have missed relevant patents. The publication of 
our filter for this complex and rapidly evolving technology will allow researchers to refine and 
improve the identification of patents in this technology area.  
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Validation of the Clean Energy Supply and Pollution Control Patent Filters  
This section consists of five parts. The first four parts describe the validity testing performed on 
the filters in each of the four broad technology areas. The fifth part discusses the patents that are 
classified across multiple broad and subareas of clean energy supply and pollution control 
technologies.  

Alternative Energy and Energy Storage 
We used several methods to verify the accuracy and validity of each alternative energy and energy 
storage area filter. (See appendix B for a description of the subareas within alternative energy, 
energy storage, and the two other broad technology categories.) We validated entities patenting in 
each area by confirming that the companies in our resource lists were also in our lists of filtered 
patents, by assignee. This verification included both larger, more established companies, like 
General Electric and Canon, and smaller organizations, such as Ocean Power Technologies.  

We also used the Patent Board's classification system of all technologies, which assigns USPTO 
patents to one of 35 different technology areas, to help identify potential false-positives. We 
assigned clean energy supply and pollution control patents to general technology areas to highlight 
those that fell into unexpected technology areas. These outlier patents were examined and, if 
necessary, the filter was modified to exclude such patents.[9]  

In addition, for each alternative energy subarea, we reviewed patents identified in the first-pass 
filters that were eliminated in the second-pass filters. We made adjustments to the filters in cases 
where we decided that some or all patents that had been eliminated in the second pass rightfully 
belonged in the subarea.  

Lastly, we generated counts over time of the identified patents to look for anomalies in the trend 
data. For the most part, the trend data appeared to confirm the accuracy of the filters. 

Pollution Mitigation 
Because we did not find many resources that identified companies working in pollution mitigation, 
company testing was more time-consuming in this area. We had to determine through other means 
whether the companies associated with our identified patents were active in pollution mitigation 
technologies. For example, the Sharp Corporation appeared among the top 10 patent holders in our 
patents identified in the pollution control–water subarea. Because Sharp is primarily a consumer 
electronics company, one would not typically associate it with water pollution. However, the 
patents held by Sharp in this area were reviewed and found to be relevant for wastewater treatment 
methods. Finding unexpected companies such as Sharp with significant patent holdings in these 
technologies further validated that the filter is capturing appropriate patents. 

Smart Grid 
We conducted an extensive investigation of companies active in smart grid to help validate our 
filter for this area. Lowe (2011) breaks down smart grid into nine technologies and include a list of 
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125 organizations and the smart grid technologies in which they conduct R&D. We created a loose 
mapping between the nine areas defined by Lowe (2011) and our smart grid subareas.  

Based on this mapping, we compared companies identified in Lowe (2011) with companies 
identified by our filters. We examined companies identified by Lowe (2011) that did not hold any 
patents identified by our filters to see if they actually held any relevant patents, either in that 
specific company name or through a subsidiary. For patents held by these companies that were 
identified as potentially relevant, we examined their patent classification codes and relevant 
keywords to see if these patents were applicable to any of the smart grid subareas. If so, we 
modified the search criteria of the filters to capture these patents without capturing unrelated 
patents. 

We could not create a search strategy to capture the relevant patents of some companies without 
bringing in too many irrelevant patents. We also found some companies that had patents but none 
that were relevant to the smart grid. Lastly, several companies identified in Lowe (2011) had no 
patents at all. 

The next step in the validation process involved reviewing the companies that had patents captured 
by our filter. For smaller patenting companies, their entire patent holdings were reviewed to ensure 
that all or most of their relevant patents were captured. If patents were obviously missing, we 
created search strategies that would capture relevant patents (again balancing against identifying 
too many irrelevant patents). In the case of larger companies where only a few of their patents 
were identified, we conducted broad searches (using keywords relevant to the area but less 
restrictive than those in our patent filters) within each company to identify additional relevant 
patents.  

Of the 125 companies identified in Lowe (2011), we found that 117 have USPTO-granted patents 
or pending published applications,[10] and 96 of these companies have patents in the smart grid 
filter. For those companies not captured by our smart grid filter, we found that the patents of some 
of these companies pertained to an energy storage or alternative energy area. We identified patents 
held by eight companies operating in the integrated communications technology area that had 
patents that were too broad to be captured by our smart grid filters.  

We also identified a few companies whose patents slipped through our smart grid filters, but the 
number was too small to have a significant impact on output indicators. A remaining concern was 
that there are some very large patenting organizations (e.g., Cisco, Google) mentioned in Lowe 
(2011) that are captured by our smart grid filters but with small patent counts. These companies 
may have more patents that are relevant to smart grid, but their applicability may be too broad for 
our smart grid filters. 

Patents Classified in More Than One Technology Area 
Types of Overlap 
We examined the overlap of patents identified in more than one technology area as part of 
validating our filters. This helped us to identify filter search criteria that were too broad and 
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required refinement and also to confirm that the technology of interest was being captured in all of 
the relevant areas.  

There can be several reasons for patents to fall into two or more areas. Some broad areas and 
subareas will naturally have some overlap due to similarities in their technology; for example, 
between the subareas of hydropower and wave, tidal, and ocean and also between the broad areas 
of alternative energy and energy storage. 

Some patents list a variety of different technologies that often are not central to the claim of the 
patent, such as alternative energy sources. One example was this patent's claim: "The self-powered 
device of claim 1, wherein the power circuit is configured to convert an external energy source into 
a power signal that powers the self-powered device, where the external energy source is selected 
from a group consisting of: a thermal energy source, a light energy source, an electromagnetic 
energy source, a wind energy source, a wave energy source, a kinetic energy source, a magnetic 
energy source, a chemical energy source, and any combination of the aforementioned sources" 
(Jessup et al. 2009). Because this type of wording primarily occurs in the patent's claims—and, to 
a lesser extent, in its abstract—a filter component relying solely on keywords (i.e., no 
classification codes) was generally restricted to keywords in the patent's title.  

A third type of overlap is the case of patents that pertain to one technology area but contain 
keywords and/or codes that pertain to several areas, such as USPC 320/101: Electricity: Battery or 
capacitor charging or discharging; Wind, Solar, Thermal, or Fuel-cell source 
(http://www.uspto.gov/web/patents/classification/). These patents can be very difficult to exclude 
from the unrelated or secondary technology areas without also removing on-target patents. Each 
suspect patent would have had to be examined, which was beyond the scope of this project. 

A fourth type of overlap is patents that combine multiple technologies resulting in dual-purpose 
use. An example is a patent for solar panels attached to a windmill blade. We found a minimal 
number of this type of patents.  

The next section describes our findings regarding patents that fall into multiple areas and subareas 
and our determination as to whether these overlaps are reasonable. 

Extent of Overlap 
We identified 2,470 patents that were classified in two or more of the four broad technology areas 
among the 70,448 USPTO utility patents granted between 1992 and 2010 in clean energy supply 
and pollution control technologies. We investigated the degree of overlap in each broad area and 
found that the only significant overlap occurs between alternative energy and energy storage, 
where slightly less than 1,000 unique patents (11% of the energy storage patents) are also 
classified within at least one of the alternative energy subareas (table 2). The two major subareas 
of overlap occur between electric and hybrid vehicles (EV/HV) and batteries (285 patents) and 
between fuel cells and hydrogen production and storage (406 patents). The higher-than-average 
overlap in these two subareas is not surprising because these areas are closely related (table 3).  
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Broad technology area Alternative energy Energy storage Pollution mitigation Smart grid
Total patents (number) 25,788 8,711 32,146 6,263

Overlap (percent)
Alternative energy na 11.3 2.9 3.3
Energy storage 3.8 na 0.9 1.5
Pollution mitigation 3.7 0.0 na 0.3
Smart grid 0.8 1.1 0.1 na

na = not applicable.

USPTO = U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.

NOTE: Overlap is the percentage of patents classified in multiple technologies.

SOURCE: The Patent Board™, special tabulations (2011) from Proprietary Patent database.   

TABLE 2. Overlap between USPTO granted patents classified in clean energy and pollution control 
technologies, by broad technology area: 1992–2010
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TABLE 3. Overlap between USPTO granted patents classified in subareas of alternative energy and energy storage technologies: 1992–2010

Energy storage technology Bioenergy

Electric and 
hybrid 

vehicles Fuel cells Geothermal Hydropower Nuclear Solar
Wave, tidal,
and ocean Wind

Batteries 0 285 63 0 0 0 11 0 4
Compressed air 1 1 0 4 2 0 4 2 7
Flywheels 0 36 0 0 1 0 0 1 4
Hydrogen production and storage 33 49 406 3 3 5 26 4 4
Superconducting magnetic energy storage 0 1 1 1 0 2 0 0 2
Thermal energy storage 0 0 0 1 0 0 7 0 1
Ultracapacitors 4 39 18 0 0 0 9 0 1
USPTO = U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.

SOURCE: The Patent Board™, special tabulations (2011) from Proprietary Patent database.   

Alternative energy technology

NOTES: Overlap is the number of patents classified in multiple technologies. Some patents may overlap in more than two subareas and are counted each 
time they overlap.
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In the other main technology areas, we identified 282 patents that overlap energy storage and 
pollution mitigation, comprising 3% of energy storage and 1% of pollution mitigation patents 
(table 2). Most of this overlap occurs between the closely related technologies of hydrogen 
production and storage and either carbon and other greenhouse gas capture and storage, cleaner 
coal, or pollution control–air (table 4). We found a very small share (3%) of smart grid patents are 
also classified in an alternative energy subarea (table 2). These are naturally overlapping 
technologies.  

We also identified 942 patents overlapping the pollution mitigation and alternative energy areas 
(table 4). The alternative energy subarea of bioenergy has a large number of overlapping patents 
with the pollution mitigation area, largely in the pollution control–solid waste subarea. This 
overlap is due to the many bioenergy technologies related to waste-to-energy conversion and the 
capture of biogases.  

We also found overlap in two or more subareas within each main area, which often occurred in 
patents having similar technologies with unrestricted end use (i.e., broadly written patents that do 
not restrict the technology to a specific application). Within alternative energy, the hydropower 
and wave, tidal, and ocean subareas have the highest degree of overlap. Due to turbine technology, 
hydropower and wind also have substantial overlap (table 5).  

We found little overlap among the energy storage subareas, except between batteries and two other 
technologies (hydrogen production and storage and ultracapacitors); in these cases, the overlap 
appeared to be caused by technologies that are used across these subareas (table 6).  

We identified significant overlaps among many of the pollution mitigation subareas (table 7). For 
example, patents assigned to environmental remediation (ER) overlap with each of the pollution 
control subareas. Because ER affects groundwater, oceans, and other waterways, it is probable that 
patents with ER technologies would also pertain to pollution control–water technologies. Likewise, 
because waste pollution can pertain to soil containment, the overlap between ER and pollution 
control–solid waste is also valid. The overlap between ER and pollution control–air appears to be 
due to technologies used to capture emissions released into the air and resulting from remediation 
of volatile materials from soil. Lastly, three pollution control subareas have overlaps that appear to 
be logical: waste run-off (pollution control–solid waste) can contaminate different water sources 
(pollution control–water), and incinerators (pollution control–solid waste) require scrubbers to 
control their air emissions (pollution control–air).  

Several subareas within smart grid have significant overlap (table 8). The major overlap between 
sensing and measurement (S&M) and integrated communications is explained by the fact that 
approximately half of the S&M patents pertain to advanced metering infrastructure in S&M, most 
of which in turn pertain to transmission of meter data, a technology associated with integrated 
communications. Another significant overlap occurs between S&M and ACM. This overlap relates 
to technologies that require monitoring, and, in which, depending on the device status, a control 
operation is performed. Lastly, there is a significant share of ACM patents that overlap with 
advanced components; these patents encompass a wide variety of technologies based on different 
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TABLE 4. Overlap of USPTO granted patents classified in subareas of pollution mitigation and alternative energy technology areas: 1992–2010

Alternative energy technology C&GHG/CS Cleaner coal
Environmental 

remediation
Pollution

control–air
Pollution control–

solid waste
Pollution

control–water Recycling
Bioenergy 31 53 8 127 235 86 100
Electric and hybrid vehicles 4 2 0 78 0 0 2
Fuel cells 45 18 0 76 1 5 7
Geothermal 3 3 1 13 4 8 3
Hydropower 0 0 0 0 0 5 0
Nuclear 1 0 15 15 150 14 22
Solar 3 6 4 6 0 8 8
Wave, tidal, and ocean 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
Wind 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
C&GHG/CS = carbon and other greenhouse gas capture and storage; USPTO = U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.

SOURCE: The Patent Board™, special tabulations (2011) from Proprietary Patent database.   

Pollution mitigation technology

NOTES: Overlap is the number of patents classified in multiple technologies. Some patents may overlap in more than two subareas and are counted each time they 
overlap.
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TABLE 5. Overlap of USPTO granted patents classified in subareas of alternative energy technology: 1992–2010

Alternative energy technology Bioenergy
Electric and

hybrid vehicles Fuel cells Geothermal Hydropower Nuclear Solar
Wave, tidal,
and ocean Wind

Patents in subarea (number) 1,526 5,488 6,740 502 575 3,803 5,534 556 1,831

Overlap (percent)
Bioenergy na 0.1 0.4 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.2 0.2
Electric and hybrid vehicles 0.2 na 3.3 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0 1.5
Fuel Cells 1.6 4.1 na 0.4 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1
Geothermal 0.6 0.0 0.0 na 1.2 0.1 0.5 2.5 1.1
Hydropower 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.4 na 0.0 0.1 31.7 4.4
Nuclear 0.0 0.0 0.1 1.0 0.0 na 0.0 0.0 0.0
Solar 1.1 0.6 0.1 5.6 1.2 0.1 na 1.4 3.4
Wave, tidal, and ocean 0.1 0.0 0.0 2.8 30.6 0.0 0.1 na 3.9
Wind 0.3 0.5 0.0 4.0 14.1 0.0 1.1 12.8 na

na = not applicable.

USPTO = U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.

NOTE: Overlap is the percentage of patents that are classified in multiple technologies.

SOURCE: The Patent Board™, special tabulations (2011) from Proprietary Patent database.   
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TABLE 6. Overlap of USPTO granted patents classified in subareas of energy storage technology: 1992–2010

Energy storage technology Batteries Compressed air Flywheels

Hydrogen 
production and 

storage

Superconducting 
magnetic energy 

storage
Thermal energy 

storage Ultracapacitors
Patents (number) 4,648 74 303 2,529 171 87 1,137

Overlap (percent)
Batteries na 0.0 0.0 4.7 0.0 0.0 10.0
Compressed air 0.0 na 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 0.0
Flywheels 0.0 0.0 na 0.0 1.2 0.0 0.0
Hydrogen production and storage 2.5 0.0 0.0 na 0.0 0.0 0.4
Superconducting magnetic energy storage 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.0 na 0.0 0.0
Thermal energy storage 0.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 na 0.0
Ultracapacitors 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 na

na = not applicable.

USPTO = U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.

NOTE: Overlap is the percentage of patents classified in multiple technologies.

SOURCE: The Patent Board™, special tabulations (2011) from Proprietary Patent database.   
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TABLE 7. Overlap of USPTO granted patents classified in subareas of pollution mitigation technology: 1992–2010

Pollution mitigation technology C&GHG/CS Cleaner coal
Environmental 

remediation
Pollution

control–air
Pollution control–

solid waste
Pollution 

control–water Recycling
Patents in subarea (number) 1,307 1,353 2,465 15,077 4,202 5,960 5,144

Overlap (percent)
C&GHG na 24.4 0.1 3.9 0.4 0.1 0.1
Cleaner coal 25.2 na 0.2 4.2 0.8 0.1 0.3
Environmental remediation 0.2 0.3 na 0.6 4.8 3.6 1.5
Pollution control–air 45.1 46.5 3.9 na 8.0 2.1 1.6
Pollution control–solid waste 1.3 2.5 8.2 2.2 na 4.6 10.4
Pollution control–water 0.5 0.4 8.7 0.8 6.5 na 1.7
Recycling 0.5 1.2 3.2 0.5 12.7 1.4 na

na = not applicable.

C&GHG/CS = carbon and other greenhouse gas capture and storage; USPTO = U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.

NOTE: Overlap is the percentage of patents classified in multiple technologies.

SOURCE: The Patent Board™, special tabulations (2011) from Proprietary Patent database.   
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TABLE 8. Overlap between USPTO granted patents classified in subareas of smart grid technology: 1992–2010

Smart grid technology
Advanced 

components
Advanced control 

methods IIDS
Integrated 

communication
Sensing and 

measurement
Patents in subarea (number) 3,051 758 241 640 2,227

Overlap (percent)
Advanced components na 19.5 3.3 0.3 1.4
Advanced control methods 4.9 na 11.6 10.3 10.0
IIDS 0.3 3.7 na 0.8 0.9
Integrated communication 0.1 8.7 2.1 na 9.0
Sensing and measurement 1.0 29.3 8.7 31.4 na

na = not applicable.

IIDS = improved interfaces and decision support; USPTO = U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.

NOTE: Overlap is the percentage of patents classified in multiple technology areas.

SOURCE: The Patent Board™, special tabulations (2011) from Proprietary Patent database.   
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components of the grid (various devices for flexible alternating current transmission systems 
(FACTs), distributed energy resources, power flow control, demand response, etc.).  

The majority of patents classified in multiple areas occurred across only two areas or subareas. We 
found very few patents that were classified into three areas (table 9). Only 62 patents issued 
between 1992 and 2010 fall into three or more subareas of alternative energy out of a total of 
26,000 unique patents classified in this broad area. Smart grid also has a small number of patents 
that overlap into three or more subareas (1% of smart grid patents) and energy storage only has one 
patent that is classified in more than two subareas. Although pollution mitigation has the largest 
number of patents that fall into three or more subareas, these patents account for less than 1% of all 
pollution mitigation patents. These findings suggest that our filters are not improperly capturing 
many patents that have misleading lists of terms applicable to multiple clean technology areas.  

Results of Clean Energy Supply and Pollution Control Filters 
This section is divided into two parts. The first part presents patterns and trends of patenting in 
clean energy supply and pollution control technologies. The second part presents the linkage of 
patents in these technologies to scientific literature, an indicator of the patent's reliance on 
scientific research.  

Trends and Patterns in USPTO Clean Energy Supply and Pollution Control 
Patents 
This section will examine patterns and trends in USPTO patents granted in clean energy supply 
and pollution control technologies. Patent grants are a widely used indicator of inventive activity to 
track emerging technology areas. Because a granted patent must meet the standards of the patent 
office and withstand possible claims of infringement, patent grants are presumed to be a more 
accurate measure of inventive activity than patent applications.  

However, patent grants as an indicator have two disadvantages relative to applications. First, 
grants are a less timely measure of current inventive activity because of pendency, the lag between 
the date of the application and the issuance of the granted patent. The pendency of USPTO patents 
has been an average of about 3 years for the last several years (see [USPTO 2013:3]). Second, the 
issuance of patent grants is dependent on administrative and policy practices of the patent office. 
For example, USPTO has had a growing backlog of pending applications for much of the 2000s. In 
the late 2000s, USPTO implemented measures to reduce its backlog, and a surge in USPTO 
patents granted in 2009 and 2010 likely reflects its efforts.  

In addition, USPTO announced an initiative in 2009 to expedite approval of patent applications 
related to green energy that could have contributed to a subsequent uptick of patent grants in this 
area but may not reflect a real increase in inventive activity.  

Patenting in Clean Energy Supply and Pollution Control Technologies 
In 2010, the USPTO granted 6,100 patents in clean energy supply and pollution control 
technologies, accounting for 3% of all granted patents (figure 1). Among the four broad 
technology areas, alternative energy accounted for the most patents (3,000), followed by pollution 
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Characteristic
Alternative energy 

patents
Energy storage 

patents
Pollution mitigation 

patents
Smart grid 

patents
Overlapping subareas

2 638 236 2,826 510
3 57 1 238 66
4 5 0 16 4
5 0 0 3 0

Total 700 237 3083 580
USPTO = U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.

SOURCE: The Patent Board™, special tabulations (2011) from Proprietary Patent database.   

TABLE 9. Overlap of USPTO granted patents classified in more than two subareas, by 
technology area: 1992–2010
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SOURCE: The Patent Board™, special tabulations (2011) from Proprietary Patent database. 

FIGURE 1. USPTO patents granted in clean energy and pollution control technologies, by broad technology area: 1992–2010 
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mitigation (1,900), energy storage (1,000), and smart grid (500).[11] Between 2000 and 2010, the 
number of clean energy supply and pollution control patents grew 69%, exceeding the growth of 
all USPTO patents (39%). Among the four broad areas, alternative energy patents grew the fastest, 
with the number nearly tripling during this period. Alternative energy patents overtook pollution 
mitigation in 2005 to become the largest technology area. Patents in pollution mitigation declined 
during much of the 2000s. Patents grew rapidly in energy storage and smart grid but from a much 
lower base. In 2010, annual growth of all USPTO patent grants jumped by 31% in 2010. The four 
areas of clean energy supply and pollution control technologies—alternative energy (53%), energy 
storage (55%), pollution mitigation (32%), and smart grid (40%) grew faster than overall growth 
during that year.  

In the alternative energy area, patents in nuclear energy dominated through most of the 1990s 
(figure 2). However, nuclear energy patents have been dropping over the last 20 years in contrast 
to rapid growth in fuel cell technology over most of the 2000s. Patents in hydropower also grew 
during this period. Solar energy patents dropped off in the early part of the 2000s but resumed 
growth in 2009.  

Within energy storage, batteries have been the dominant technology area (figure 3). In 2010, 
patents in battery technology rose over 64% from the previous year. Patenting in hydrogen 
production and storage and in ultracapacitors has risen steadily over the years. Patenting in the four 
remaining energy storage technologies has been negligible.  

In the pollution mitigation technologies area, pollution control–air is the most prolific subarea 
(figure 4). Growth in patenting of many of the other pollution mitigation subareas peaked in the 
1990s, with subsequent declines in recycling, pollution control–solid waste, and ER. 

In the smart grid area, two technologies—advanced components and sensing and measurement—
have the most patenting activity (figure 5). Patenting in advanced components, which is a set of 
older technologies, showed little growth in the 2000s. The other four technologies—advanced 
components, improved interface and decision support, integrated communication, and sensing and 
measurement—showed strong growth during this period. 

USPTO Patents, by Location of Inventor 
Inventors located in the United States accounted for slightly less than half of USPTO patents 
granted in clean energy supply and pollution control technologies in 2010 (figure 6). Japan had the 
next-largest share (22%), followed by the EU (16%). South Korea and Taiwan have a significant 
presence with a combined share of 8%. During the 2000s, the U.S. inventor share of clean energy 
supply and pollution control patents fell slightly from 49% to 46%. Japan's share also declined 
from 27% in the early 2000s to 22% in 2010. South Korea and Taiwan’s combined share jumped 
from 1% to 8%.  

The positions of the major inventor countries/economies—the United States, Japan, the European 
Union (EU), South Korea and Taiwan—vary substantially among the four broad technology areas 
(figure 7):  
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FIGURE 6. USPTO patents granted in clean energy and pollution control technologies, by location of inventor: 1992–2010 
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SOURCE: The Patent Board™, special tabulations (2011) from Proprietary Patent database.   
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• The U.S. global share is disproportionately higher in pollution mitigation and smart grid and is 
lower in energy storage 

• Japan has a disproportionately higher share in energy storage and a lower share in pollution 
mitigation and smart grid  

• The EU has a disproportionately higher share in pollution mitigation and lower share in energy 
storage  

• The combined share of South Korea and Taiwan is disproportionately higher in energy storage 
and lower in pollution mitigation and smart grid 

The next three sections will briefly examine the positions of the four major inventor locations in 
the subareas within each major technology area. A country or economy's global share of a subarea 
that exceeds (or falls below) their global share in the major technology area suggests a relatively 
stronger (or weaker) patenting position of the country or economy. 

Alternative energy. The U.S. position is relatively stronger in five of the nine subareas—
bioenergy, geothermal, hydropower, solar, and wave, tidal, and ocean (figure 8). The United States 
is relatively weaker in the subareas of nuclear, wind, EV/HV, and fuel cells. Japan is relatively 
stronger in the subareas of EV/HV and fuel cells. South Korea and Taiwan are relatively stronger 
in fuel cells. The EU is relatively stronger in the subareas of nuclear and wind and weaker in most 
other subareas. 

Pollution mitigation. The United States is relatively stronger in the subareas of ER, cleaner coal, 
carbon and other greenhouse gas capture and storage, and water pollution (figure 9). South Korea 
and Taiwan are relatively stronger in solid waste pollution. Japan is relatively stronger in air 
pollution. The EU is relatively stronger in air pollution, recycling, and solid waste pollution.  

Energy storage. U.S. relative strengths are found in all subareas except batteries and 
ultracapacitors (figure 10). These are the subareas in which Japan is relatively stronger. South 
Korea and Taiwan are also relatively stronger in batteries, while the EU shows relative strengths in 
compressed air, flywheels, and hydrogen production and storage. 

Smart grid. The U.S. position is relatively stronger in all these subareas except advanced 
components (figure 11), while this is the one subarea in which the EU, South Korea and Taiwan, 
and Japan are relatively stronger. 

Linkage of Patents to Scientific Literature 
The Patent Board tracks the references that patents make to nonpatent sources, including scholarly 
journals, trade publications, books, and catalogs. The Patent Board matches these citations to the 
scientific articles published in scholarly journals in Thomson Reuters Science Citation/Social 
Sciences Citation Index (SCI/SSCI) (Thomson Reuters 1988–2010). The Patent Board identifies 
the location(s) of the institutional address(es) on the cited scientific articles, including the country 
where the paper was authored. For U.S. institutional addresses, the Patent Board identifies the U.S. 
institutional sector—academia, federal government, federally funded research and development 
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centers (FFRDCs), private for-profit, private nonprofit, and state government. The resulting data 
are good indicators of relevant scientific research cited by patents.  

USPTO patents granted between 1998 and 2010 cited slightly more U.S.-authored papers than 
foreign papers. However, patents in clean energy supply and pollution control technologies cited 
more foreign-authored than U.S.-authored papers (figure 12). In the four broad technology areas, 
the foreign-authored share of cited papers ranged from 52% in smart grid to 64% in energy 
storage.  

USPTO patents that cite U.S. literature most often reference papers authored at U.S. universities, 
which is not surprising, given that roughly 70% of all U.S. scientific papers are authored by 
academics. In clean energy supply and pollution control patents, the U.S. academic sector is most 
frequently cited in three of the four broad areas—alternative energy, energy storage, and pollution 
mitigation (figure 13). However, the academic sector accounts for less than half (43%) of U.S. 
scientific articles cited by smart grid patents. Smart grid patents rely more heavily on U.S. papers 
from the private for-profit sector. In addition, FFRDC-authored papers are cited more frequently in 
three of the four broad areas—alternative energy, energy storage, and smart grid—than they are in 
USPTO patents generally.  

Recommendations for Future Work 
Because clean energy supply and pollution control technologies are continuously evolving, we 
recommend that these technologies and the patent filters be monitored for future developments. 
Feedback by researchers and others using these filters may lead to refinements. The emergence of 
new technologies and the creation of new products, processes, and techniques from existing 
technologies will require refinement of these filters in order for them to identify accurately the 
patents in these technology areas.  

In addition, patent offices occasionally change their classification codes. For example, we found 
that the main USPC codes for fuel cells changed between our first and second passes of filtering 
for alternative energy. Patent offices may also create new classification codes that are relevant to 
these technologies. Thus, it would be wise to reexamine the classification systems themselves 
periodically to incorporate such changes into the filters. 

We recommend that future trend data for each technology be assessed to identify sudden changes 
or anomalies that could necessitate modification of the filters. Also, we suggest reviewing a 
sample of new patents captured by the filters about once a year to make sure the filters are 
accurately identifying patents in these technologies. We also recommend investigating new 
companies that appear in future patents as well as monitoring the number of patents that are 
classified in multiple technology areas.  

Lastly, we incorporated the Y02 classification in only a few of the main alternative energy filters. 
If the filters are updated in the future, the ECLA classification should be tested to see if these 
codes could be incorporated alongside the IPC codes in the other alternative energy filters. 
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FIGURE 12. Scientific publications cited by USPTO patents granted in clean energy and pollution control technologies, by location of institutional 
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NOTES: USPTO utility patents granted in 1998–2010 citing U.S. authored scientific publications with a 6 year window with a 5 year lag. For example, 
USPTO patents granted in 2010 would cite U.S. authored scientific papers published between 1999 and 2005. Sector affiliation determined on the 
basis of the institutional address of the U.S. authored scientific publication. 
 
SOURCE: The Patent Board™, special tabulations (2011) from Proprietary Patent database.    
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Notes 
1. Tammy D'Amato and Kimberly Hamilton, the Patent Board, 216 Haddon Avenue, Suite 405, 
Westmont, NJ 08108; and Derek Hill (corresponding author), e-mail: dhill@nsf.gov, Room 
965.61, 4201 Wilson Boulevard, Arlington, VA 22230. 

2. Patent indicators for the sum total presented in this report and in Science and Engineering 
Indicators 2012 (NSB 2012) include some patents classified in more than one broad technology 
area. These patents are credited only one count in the sum total, regardless of how many broad 
areas in which they are classified. Therefore, the sum of the four broad areas exceeds the sum total. 

3. The Catchwords Index is a tool for helping to locate classification codes for particular 
technologies. 

4. This was a USPTO program put in place to accelerate the examination of patent applications in 
particular classification codes related to green technology. This code specification was later 
replaced by a different process for identifying technologies for the accelerated examination 
program. 

5. False-positives can occur when the keywords appear but are out of context. For example, using 
the query "wind near power" will include a patent with the following text: "have the power to wind 
a string around a pole.…" False-positives will also occur when keywords are used negatively (e.g., 
"unlike a wind turbine"). Additionally, these filters will include peripheral technologies, some of 
which could be necessary to make an energy source viable (e.g., de-icing of a wind turbine blade), 
while other false-positives simply may mention an energy source, but the technology of the patent 
is not related to that energy source (e.g., novelties like solar-powered toys). Whenever these types 
of false-positives were discovered, attempts were made to exclude them. 

6. We identified 1%–32% additional patents in existing subareas using the ECLA classification 
codes. 
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7. Thermal energy includes some passive solar energy; however, a robust solar thermal energy 
filter is included in the solar energy filter. 

8. While this BCC Research report also has a chapter on patent analysis, it is very basic and was based on a 
simple keyword search to identify smart grid technology related to only a few of the components, primarily 
around sensors. Only the company list by KTA in appendix A, table A-4, was utilized as a resource. 

9. For example, counts of the bioenergy patents by technology area revealed a few dozen patents in the 
household goods technology area. Most of these were, in fact, deep-fat fryers, which were captured as a 
result of searching for "fuel" in proximity to "cooking oil" when the intention was to select patents around 
fuel derived from cooking oil. Adjustments were subsequently made to the filter to exclude these patents. 

10. A pending published application is one that has not yet been granted and is available to the public 
through the USPTO (http://appft.uspto.gov/netahtml/PTO/srchnum.html). The publication of patent 
applications started in March 2001. It typically takes 18 months for a patent to be published after filing and 
then another 18 months to be issued. However, this time has lengthened, and some patents have taken 5 
years or more to be issued. All applications that have been published are publicly available regardless of 
whether they have been granted, abandoned, or disallowed. The application data we provide here count only 
those applications that have been published but not yet granted. 

11. Patent indicators for aggregated areas and subareas (i.e., the four main areas or the sum total of these) 
presented in this report and in Science and Engineering Indicators 2012 (NSB 2012) include some patents 
classified in more than one area or subarea. These patents are credited only one count in any of the 
aggregated area or subarea totals, regardless of how many areas or subareas in which they are classified. 
Therefore, the sum of the subareas may exceed the aggregated broad area totals; the sum of the broad areas 
does exceed the aggregated sum total. 
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Table A-1. Sources of alternative energy patent filter 

Table A-2. Sources of energy storage patent filter 

Table A-3. Sources of pollution mitigation pollution filter 

Table A-4. Sources of smart grid patent filter 
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TABLE A-1. Sources of alternative energy patent filter 

Subarea Outside study Section of study pertinent to our subarea Filter criteria provided 

Bioenergy Centre d'économie 
industrielle (CERNA) 
(CERNA 2008) 

Biomass International Patent 
Classification (IPC) 
codes Waste 

U.S. Patent and Trademark 
Office (USPTO) 
(USPTO 2013) 

Agricultural waste U.S. Patent 
Classification (USPC) 
codes Biofuel 

Fuel from animal waste and crop residues 

Harnessing energy from man-made waste 

Hospital waste 

Industrial waste 

Industrial waste anaerobic digestion 

Industrial wood waste 

Landfill gases 

Municipal waste 

Refuse-derived fuel 

Organisation for Economic 
Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) 
(OECD 2010) 

Biomass IPC codes 

World Intellectual Property 
Organization (WIPO) 
(WIPO n.d.) 

Bio energy IPC codes and 
keywords 

Waste-to-energy 

European Classification 
(ECLA) Y codes 

Technologies for the production of fuel of non-fossil origin (Y02E50) ECLA codes 

WIPO (2010) Biofuels IPC codes 

Harnessing energy from man-made waste 

Geothermal CERNA (2008) Geothermal IPC codes 

USPTO (2013) Geothermal USPC codes 

OECD (2008, 2009) Geothermal IPC codes 

WIPO (n.d.) Geothermal energy IPC codes 

ECLA Y codes Energy generation through renewable energy sources (Y02E10): Geothermal 
energy  

ECLA codes 

WIPO (2010) Geothermal energy IPC codes and 
keywords 

Hydropower CERNA (2008) Hydropower IPC codes 
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USPTO (2013) Hydroelectric USPC codes 

OECD (2009) Hydropower IPC codes 

WIPO (n.d.) Hydropower IPC codes and 
keywords 

ECLA Y codes Energy generation through renewable energy sources (Y02E10): Hydroenergy  ECLA codes 

WIPO (2010) Hydroenergy (parts of) IPC codes 

Nuclear USPTO (2013) Nuclear power—induced nuclear reactions USPC codes 

Nuclear power—reaction motor with electric, nuclear, etc. 

Nuclear power—heating motive fluid by nuclear energy 

ECLA Y codes Energy general of nuclear origin (Y02E30) ECLA codes 

WIPO (2010) Nuclear power generation IPC codes 

Solar CERNA (2008) Solar power IPC codes 

USPTO (2013) Photovoltaics USPC codes 

Solar cells 

Solar energy 

Solar thermal energy 

OECD (2008, 2009) Solar IPC codes 

WIPO (n.d.) Solar energy IPC codes and 
keywords 

ECLA Y codes Energy generation through renewable energy sources (Y02E10): Solar thermal 
energy; photovoltaics 

ECLA codes 

WIPO (2010) Solar energy IPC codes 

Wave, tidal, 
and ocean 

CERNA (2008) Ocean power IPC codes 

USPTO (2013) Water level USPC codes 

Wave-powered boat motors 

Inertial 

OECD (2008, 2009) Wave/tide IPC codes 

WIPO (n.d.) Wave and tidal power IPC codes and 
keywords 

ECLA Y codes Energy generation through renewable energy sources (Y02E10): Energy from 
sea; Tidal stream or damless hydropower 

ECLA codes 

WIPO (2010) Hydroenergy (parts of) IPC codes 

Ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC) 

Wind CERNA (2008) Wind power IPC codes 
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USPTO (2013) Wind  USPC codes 

Wind-powered boat motors 

Wind-powered ships 

OECD (2008, 2009) Wind IPC codes 

WIPO (n.d.) Wind power IPC codes and 
keywords 

ECLA Y codes Energy generation through renewable energy sources (Y02E10): Wind energy ECLA codes 

WIPO (2010) Wind energy IPC codes 

Electric and 
hybrid 
vehicles 

USPTO (2013) Alternative-power vehicle USPC codes 

Electric vehicle 

Fuel cell-powered vehicles 

Human-powered vehicles 

Hybrid-powered vehicle 

WIPO (2010) Transportation IPC codes 

Fuel cells USPTO (2013) Fuel cell–powered vehicles USPC codes 

WIPO (n.d.) Fuel cells  IPC codes and 
keywords 

ECLA Y codes Technologies with potential or indirect contribution to greenhouse gas emissions 
(GHG) emissions mitigation (Y02E60): Fuel cells 

ECLA codes 

WIPO (2010) Fuel cells  IPC codes 

NOTE: The WIPO IPC Green Inventory (WIPO 2010) was not actually discovered until after the alternative energy filters were completed; they are 
only included in this table as a potential resource for future updates.  
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TABLE A-2. Sources of energy storage patent filter 

Subarea Outside study 
Section of study 
pertinent to our 

subarea 
Filter criteria provided 

Batteries U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), 
Office of Energy Efficiency & 
Renewable Energy (EERE) energy 
storage (Ruegg and Thomas 2008) 

Batteries U.S. Patent 
Classification (USPC) 
codes and keywords 
for battery types 

European Classification (ECLA) Y codes  Technologies with 
potential or indirect 
contribution to 
greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions mitigation 
(Y02E60): Battery 
technology 

ECLA codes 

Compressed air ECLA Y codes Technologies with 
potential or indirect 
contribution to GHG 
emissions mitigation 
(Y02E60): Pressurized 
fluid storage 

ECLA codes 

Flywheels ECLA Y codes Technologies with 
potential or indirect 
contribution to GHG 
emissions mitigation 
(Y02E60): Mechanical 
energy storage 

ECLA codes 

Superconducting 
magnetic energy 
storage (SMES) 

ECLA Y codes Technologies for an 
efficient electrical power 
generation, transmission 
or distribution (Y02E40): 
Superconducting energy 
storage for power 
networks 

ECLA codes 

Ultracapacitors DOE EERE energy storage (Ruegg and 
Thomas 2008) 

Ultracapacitors USPC codes and simple keywords 

ECLA Y codes Technologies with 
potential or indirect 
contribution to GHG 
emissions mitigation 
(Y02E40): 
Ultracapacitors, 
supercapacitors, double-
layer capacitors 

ECLA codes 

Hydrogen production 
and storage 

World Intellectual Property Organization 
(WIPO) (WIPO n.d.) 

Hydrogen IPC codes and keywords 

ECLA Y codes Technologies with 
potential or indirect 
contribution to GHG 
emissions mitigation 
(Y02E60): Hydrogen 
technology 

ECLA codes 



 

  

Thermal energy storage ECLA Y codes Technologies with 
potential or indirect 
contribution to GHG 
emissions mitigation 
(Y02E60): Thermal 
storage 

ECLA codes 



 

 

TABLE A-3. Sources of pollution mitigation patent filter 

Subarea Outside study Section of study pertinent to our subarea Filter criteria provided 

Recycling U.S. Patent and Trademark 
Office (USPTO) (USPTO 
2013) 

Post-consumer material U.S. Patent Classification (USPC  
codes Recovery of excess process materials or 

regeneration from waste stream 

Recycling 

Organisation for Economic 
Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) 
(OECD 2009, 2010) 

Solid waste management (parts of) International Patent  

Classification (IPC) codes  

World Intellectual Property 
Organization (WIPO) 
(WIPO 2010) 

Reuse of waste materials IPC codes 

Lanjouw and Mody (1996) Recycling and reusing waste IPC codes and basic keywords 

Pollution control–Solid 
waste 

USPTO (2013) Biodegradable USPC codes 

Landfill 

OECD (2009, 2010) Solid waste management (parts of) IPC codes 

WIPO (2010) Waste management IPC codes 

Lanjouw and Mody (1996) Solid waste IPC codes and basic keywords 

Incineration of waste 

Pollution control–Air USPTO (2013) In atmosphere USPC codes 

Smokestack 

OECD (2009, 2010) Air pollution control/abatement IPC codes  

OECD (2008) Exhaust emission control technologies IPC codes 

WIPO (2010) Air quality management IPC codes  

Lanjouw and Mody (1996) Industrial air pollution IPC codes and basic keywords 

Vehicle air pollution 

Pollution control–
Water 

USPTO (2013) In water USPC codes 

OECD (2009, 2010) Water pollution abatement (water and wastewater 
management) 

IPC codes 

WIPO (2010) Control of water pollution IPC codes 

Lanjouw and Mody (1996) Water pollution  IPC codes and basic keywords 

Environmental 
remediation and 
cleanup 

USPTO (2013) Disaster USPC codes 

Hazardous or toxic waste destruction or 
containment 

Soil 

Toxic material cleanup 

Toxic material permanent containment or 
destruction 

Using microbes or enzymes 

OECD (2009, 2010) Solid waste management (parts of) IPC codes 

Lanjouw and Mody (1996) Oil spills IPC codes and basic keywords 

Cleaner coal WIPO (2010) Integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) IPC codes 

European Classification 
(ECLA) Y codes 

Combustion technologies with mitigation potential 
(Y02E20) 

ECLA codes 
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Carbon and other 
greenhouse gas capture 
and storage 

Centre d'économie 
industrielle (CERNA) 
(CERNA 2008) 

Carbon capture and storage IPC codes 

Methane destruction 

USPTO (2013) Carbon capture or sequestration USPC codes 

WIPO (2010) Carbon capture and storage/sequestration IPC codes 

WIPO (n.d.) Carbon capture and storage IPC codes and keywords 

ECLA Y codes Combustion technologies with mitigation potential 
(Y02E20) 

ECLA codes 

Capture, storage, sequestration, or disposal of 
greenhouse gases (Y02C) 
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TABLE A-4. Sources of smart grid patent filter 

Subarea Outside study Section of study pertinent to our subarea Filter criteria provided 

Advanced components European Classification 
(ECLA) Y codes 

Technologies for an efficient electrical power 
generation, transmission or distribution (Y02E40) 

ECLA codes 

Energy generation through renewable energy 
sources (Y02E10): for grid-connected applications 

ECLA codes 

Sensing and 
measurement 

ECLA Y codes Technologies for an efficient electrical power 
generation, transmission, or distribution (Y02E40): 
Methods and systems for the efficient management 
or operation of electric power systems 

ECLA codes 

World Intellectual Property 
Organization (WIPO 2010) 

Measurement of electricity consumption International Patent 
Classification codes 

Advanced control 
methods 

ECLA Y codes Technologies for an efficient electrical power 
generation, transmission, or distribution (Y02E40): 
Methods and systems for the efficient management 
or operation of electric power systems 

ECLA codes 

Improved interfaces 
and decision support 

None     

Integrated 
communications 

None     
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Appendix B: Subareas within Clean Energy Supply and Pollution Control 
B-1. Alternative Energy 

B-2. Energy Storage 

B-3. Pollution Mitigation 

B-4. Smart Grid 
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B-1. Alternative Energy 
Bioenergy: This subarea comprises waste-to-energy, energy recovery, and biofuels technology. 
Waste-to-energy can include vegetation, agricultural waste, municipal waste (i.e., refuse derived), 
wood waste, and man-made waste. The processes involve burning the waste to release heat or to 
produce steam for making electricity. This filter excludes many man-made materials related to 
bioenergy because it would have captured too many patents that rightfully belong in the subareas 
of recycling or solid waste in the pollution mitigation broad area. Biomass solid fuels—such as fire 
logs, starters, and briquettes—were excluded. Energy recovery primarily pertains to biogas or gas 
capture (e.g., methane, landfill).  

Biofuel involves the conversion of plants or animal fats into a fuel, with the two most notable 
biofuels being biodiesel and ethanol. The conversion of biomass to energy or fuel comprises 
combustion, gasification, pyrolysis, torrefaction, and transesterification. There are also 
biochemical conversion processes—such as anaerobic digestion, fermentation, and composting—
and there are alternate forms of energy (microwave and ultrasonic) used in the conversion process. 
Given that these methods are used in numerous other technologies, these terms needed to be used 
conservatively with many biofuel/energy–related terms in proximity. There may still be some 
false-positives captured due to the necessity of using these terms. Another new area on the horizon 
was also explored—algal fuel via photo-bioreactors. However, not all production of biomass could 
be included unless the patent specifically stated it was for the purpose of energy/fuel production. 
We included fuel additives or oils where biofuel is mentioned. We excluded oil emulsions, 
lubricants, engine oils, anti-knock agents, and friction modifiers. Many patents list a biomass as a 
possible fuel source in addition to typical polluting ones (e.g., gasoline), so an exclusionary 
strategy was applied to remove these. Lastly, by incorporating the European Classification (ECLA) 
codes, more patents are captured that reflect different types of biomass materials. The bioenergy 
filter identified 2,159 U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) patents granted between 1980 
and 2010.  

Electric and Hybrid Vehicles (EV/HEV): Vehicle types included are automobiles, trucks, 
locomotives, monorails, and trolleys. This filter may also include forklifts, agriculture equipment, 
golf carts, lawn mowers, motorcycles, and other wheeled vehicles. It does not include wheelchairs, 
children's ride-on toys, sports-related equipment (e.g., bicycles), or amusement rides. This area 
could become very unwieldy without using EV/HEV terms to target specific technologies, 
including regenerative braking; electric and hybrid drives/drivetrains; hybrid transmissions; and in-
wheel motors. This filter includes power sources such as batteries, capacitors, fuel cells, flywheels, 
renewable sources, and direct connection (trolleys and trains). It is not intended to cover any of 
these power sources in their entirety but, rather, the use of such a power source within a vehicle. A 
large portion of this technology area includes electric and hybrid vehicle control systems. 
Additionally, if related terminology was found in proximity to EV/HEV terminology, the 
following technologies were included: clutch; gearboxes; hydraulic drives or transmission; 
continuously or infinitely variable transmission; and electric motors. We excluded technologies 
related to climate control, defrosting, windshields, wipers, mirrors, lighting, safety, displays, 
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cabins, and seats. An example of this was Air-conditioning control in an electric vehicle. The 
EV/HEV filter identified 6,037 USPTO patents granted between 1980 and 2010. 

Geothermal Energy: Geothermal encompasses the use of the earth or groundwater to heat, cool, 
or provide electricity generation through steam. Among the end uses for geothermal energy are 
power plants, district heating, industrial applications (food dehydration, drying lumber, etc.), 
greenhouse heating in cool weather, and keeping roadways from freezing. Geothermal 
technologies include turbines; steam condensers; brine treatment/purification and the recovery of 
minerals; and locating, operating, sealing, and maintenance of wells or reservoirs along with 
drilling technology that could be used for oil and gas wells. In addition, heat pump/exchange 
technology and piping technologies (earth loops) are included. The geothermal energy filter 
identified 937 USPTO patents granted between 1980 and 2010. 

Hydropower: Hydropower consists of using man-made structures through impoundment (i.e., 
dams) or utilizing rivers through a run-of-river system to harness the potential or kinetic energy of 
flowing water. This includes large, small, and microscale power plants. The technologies used 
include water turbines (including cleaning, coating, and materials used), generators, motors, 
pumps, pipe materials, penstocks, and gates. Turbine technology that does not mention this 
specific end use is not captured, unless it also has the specified ECLA codes. The hydropower 
filter includes structural technology, primarily surrounding the dams, and power plants as well as 
some peripheral technologies for fish diversion. It also contains water/paddle wheels and water 
treatments. Limitations to this filter include the broad use of the term hydroelectric within patents 
(as it may be related to hydraulics, motor vehicles, and so forth and not large-scale power 
generation); therefore, this term is searched only in proximity to terms for water sources (dams, 
etc.) or specific technologies (penstock, etc.). Buoyant forces are also a concern as the term could 
relate to water in a tank rather than a large body of water, so while this term is not used in the 
filter, some buoyant technology is captured through the ECLA Y02 code implementation. The 
hydropower filter identified 968 USPTO patents granted between 1980 and 2010. 

Nuclear Energy: A large portion of this technology is related to the mechanisms required for 
nuclear power plants and the operation of a large variety of nuclear reactor types, primarily fusion 
and fission based, with varying moderators and coolants. The nuclear energy filter includes 
technologies related to the nuclear fuel source, pellet handling, assembly, control rods, absorbers, 
heat exchangers, generators, pumps, as well as metals and other parts required for the reactor 
vessels. It also includes tools for maintenance and repair, shielding, fuel reprocessing, cleaning, 
storage containers, waste handling (including processes related to spent nuclear fuel), 
decontamination, and other safety issues. Additionally, it includes equipment and methods for 
control, monitoring, and testing as well as software for modeling and simulations. The nuclear 
energy filter identified 8,180 USPTO patents granted between 1980 and 2010. 

Solar Energy: Solar energy comprises materials that make up the solar cell and photovoltaic 
modules along with concentrator technologies. Examples of materials include substrates for 
applying the cells in thin-film photovoltaics; dyes for the dye-sensitized cells; glass or other optic 
materials for concentrating the sunlight; and coatings used to optimize the concentration. It also 
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has a multitude of end-use applications, including vehicles; buildings; heating, ventilating, air-
conditioning, and refrigerating (HVAC&R); and technologies that harness solar energy for 
immediate or later use. This area contains thermal solar energy; passive solar collection in the form 
of solar heat for heating a swimming pool; greenhouse use; drying grain; heat collection for water 
desalinization or the storage of solar heat; and testing and monitoring of solar energy systems or 
the power regulation thereof. The solar energy filter identified 10,274 USPTO patents granted 
between 1980 and 2010. 

Wave, Tidal, and Ocean: This subarea includes technology related to harnessing energy or power 
derived from the force of moving water from natural resources such as ocean currents, tidal flows, 
and waves (as opposed to man-made formations of hydroelectric power from dams). It also 
includes ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC), which uses the temperature differences 
naturally occurring in oceans in certain regions of the world to produce electricity, primarily 
through heat exchangers. Technologies in this area include water turbines; terminator devices 
(such as the oscillating water column); attenuators; pumps and point absorbers in floating buoys 
whose components move due to wave action and are used to drive energy converters; tidal 
barrages; and fences. Structural underwater installations used to anchor the equipment are also 
included. Desalinization processes are also included because they are coupled to wave power and 
OTEC. Patents relating to buoyant forces and engines, turbine technology, and offshore structures 
were limited to those with these terms in proximity to terminology for ocean, sea, wave, tidal, and 
so forth. The wave, tidal, and ocean filter identified 945 USPTO patents granted between 1980 and 
2010. 

Wind Energy: Technologies captured by this filter consist of various fluid motion turbines and 
their parts, including airfoils, blades, rotors, gearing, assembly, and mounting. The filter also 
includes: maintenance and monitoring, such as de-icing blades; cooling of the turbines; lightning 
detection/monitoring; generators; voltage control/converters; and materials used for blades, 
nacelles, etc. We did not capture patents having turbine technology that did not mention wind 
energy. Wind power installation is included with switching apparatus, fire protection, current 
measuring, etc. This area also includes RAM air turbines, air-driven alternators, and power 
generation machines with specific elements driven by a wind turbine. The wind energy filter 
identified 2,496 USPTO patents granted between 1980 and 2010. 

Fuel Cells: This subarea focuses on the materials and compounds used in fuel cells or the reaction 
thereof. This includes the main components (hardware) required to make a fuel cell such as the 
membrane, inverter, separator, cartridge, cathode, anode, gasket, and reformers. It also contains the 
assembly of the stack as well as the method of manufacturing or producing any of the components 
above. Various sensors, including those that monitor the fuel cells themselves, are also included. 

The fuel cell filter does not include vehicles that run on a fuel cell because they would be captured 
under Electric and Hybrid Vehicles. However some overlap between the two filters is inevitable 
because fuel cells and vehicles are closely related. The fuel cell filter does not include items for 
use with a fuel cell, such as adapters for tools, vehicles, metering valves, various monitors, gas 
sensors, analysis—also primarily related to vehicles—or the recycling of fuel cells. Much of the 
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power supply/control technology and drive units for use in an electric vehicle were also excluded. 
It may include some technology related to hydrogen production or storage, but the filter search 
criteria were limited to hydrogen fuel cells. The fuel cell filter identified 7,514 USPTO patents 
granted between 1980 and 2010. 
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B-2. Energy Storage 
Batteries: This filter captures batteries used for electric and hybrid vehicles, grid energy storage, 
or uninterrupted power supplies. The filter focuses primarily on materials and elements used for 
secondary cells or batteries (e.g., rechargeable). It also includes flow batteries that are being used 
for load management and peak sharing as well as for remote area power sources. A list was 
compiled of battery materials that are currently either being used or considered for batteries that 
meet high-capacity, high-density needs. This filter also captures patents related to other materials 
that are not on the current product or research radar but that meet the requirements for the intended 
uses mentioned above. Material-related patents comprise a large portion of this technology. In 
addition to materials, there are other components (e.g., casings, separators, cell construction) that 
are important for batteries. Battery monitoring and health, as well as the state of charge (SOC), are 
also included in this filter through the use of specific classification codes. Although excluding 
many patents related to end use of single-cell rechargeable batteries (i.e., for use in a portable 
electronic device rather than large-scale use), this filter is designed to capture patents that may 
have relevant innovations in this area. The batteries filter identified 5,143 USPTO patents granted 
between 1980 and 2010. 

Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES): This is a very small subarea that focuses on the use of 
stored compressed air as an energy source. An ECLA code was identified that captures much of 
this area and helped identify related International Patent Classification and U.S. Patent 
Classification codes. This filter captures companies that are actively working in this area, including 
Alstom, SustainX, General Compression, Active Power, and Energy Storage and Power. It also 
includes patents from the first generation CAES from the 1980s. The CAES filter identified 120 
USPTO patents granted between 1980 and 2010. 

Flywheels: This small subarea focuses on the use of flywheels for energy storage. Flywheels are 
essentially a spinning wheel or disc with a fixed axle where energy is stored in the rotor as kinetic 
energy (specifically, rotational energy). We excluded patents that did not seem pertinent to 
propulsion of a vehicle or for energy storage. The flywheels filter identified 420 USPTO patents 
granted between 1980 and 2010. 

Hydrogen Production and Storage: This subarea contains processes for producing, generating, 
recovering, or storing hydrogen. The two main types of processes specifically searched for were 
steam reforming and electrolysis. This area also includes some battery technology that uses a 
hydrogen alloy or absorbing material. Incorporation of the ECLA Y02 codes in this filter is aimed 
at identifying hydrogen production technologies, such as partial oxidation, plasma reforming, coal 
conversion, and thermolysis. The hydrogen production and storage filter identified 3,280 USPTO 
patents granted between 1980 and 2010. 

Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES): Superconductors are widely used for 
electricity conduction and generation, in addition to many medical and scientific instruments 
unrelated to energy storage. Therefore, this filter includes the use of superconductor magnetic 
terminology, along with energy storage or utility power terminology or high- or low-temperature 
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semiconductor components (coils, inverter, rectifier, cryostat, wire), to isolate the storage 
technology. Exclusionary criteria were used to remove obvious, unrelated technology (e.g., 
magnetic resonance imaging, nuclear magnetic resonance, fault current limiters, magnetic 
levitation). The SMES filter identified 227 USPTO patents granted between 1980 and 2010. 

Thermal Energy Storage: This is another very small subarea within energy storage. There is an 
ECLA code devoted to thermal energy technologies and that includes sensible heat storage, latent 
heat storage, and cold storage. We used this ECLA code, along with specific keywords, to identify 
additional classification codes to capture this area. However, since thermal energy and heat storage 
are used in wide-ranging products and systems, we used very specific search terms within the 
relevant patent classification codes. This area does include storage technology in the solar heat 
area; all other technologies in solar heat are included in solar energy. Ice energy and molten salt 
technologies are also captured. This filter captures companies that are actively patenting in this 
area, including Calmac, Ecal Research, Fafco, and Ice Energy. While SolarReserve is known to be 
working in this area, this company does not yet have published USPTO applications. The thermal 
energy storage filter identified 197 USPTO patents granted between 1980 and 2010. 

Ultracapacitors: This filter is focused primarily on capacitors that have a high-energy density for 
applications such as EV/HEV and electricity storage. Because standard electrostatic and fixed 
capacitors do not meet the requirements for high-power needs, they were not included in this filter. 
We used related terminology (e.g., ceramic, mica, film, ultra-broadband) to exclude them. The 
filter includes patents that are related to ultracapacitors, primarily double layer and electrolytic 
capacitors. Specific materials were searched for that allow for the higher-energy density, including 
carbon, nano, graphene, activated charcoal, aerogels, barium titanate, and conductive polymers. 
The filter also includes measuring and monitoring of capacitors. The ultracapacitors filter 
identified 1,201 USPTO patents granted between 1980 and 2010.  
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B-3. Pollution Mitigation 
Carbon and other Greenhouse Gas Capture and Storage (C&GHG/CS): This filter identifies 
patents related to the direct capture, sequestration, storage, and disposal of carbon dioxide and 
other major GHGs, including methane, nitrous oxide, fluorinated carbons, sulfur hexachloride, 
nitrogen trifluoride, and ozone. It does not cover the removal of these contaminants from industrial 
or vehicle processes because they are covered in the pollution control–air filter. In addition, this 
filter does not cover new machinery or processes that inherently reduce emissions or patents for 
alternative means for reducing or mitigating emissions. The filter does include the reuse of a 
captured GHG, but we did not attempt to identify specific ways that a captured GHG is reused.  

The most notable use of carbon dioxide (CO2) that is prevalent in these results is for the use in oil 
and gas recovery. Processes that produce CO2 that are the most prevalent in these results are swing 
absorption techniques (primarily pressure, temperature or thermal), oxyfuel combustion, and the 
production of hydrogen where CO2 is a by-product. However, such patents are only included if 
they have a CO2-specific classification code. We made every attempt to remove patents solely 
related to purifying CO2. 

Indirect or precursor GHG pollutants were not search terms used in this section; however, there 
may be some patents that pertain to these pollutants, primarily carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, 
sulfur dioxide, or ground-level ozone, which are covered in the pollution control–air filter. This 
filter has a significant overlap with the pollution control–air and the cleaner coal filters. Most of 
the overlap pertains to carbon capture, sequestration, or storage. The C&GHG filter identified 
1,916 USPTO patents granted between1980 and 2010. 

Cleaner Coal: This filter encompasses four primary areas that are used to lower emissions from 
coal use as energy. Two of the areas are included within other pollution mitigation filters: pollution 
control–air for the postcombustion techniques, and the carbon capture part of the C&GHG filter 
that specifically applies to coal or alternative techniques (integrated gasification combined cycle 
[IGCC], circulating fluidized bed combustion [CFBC], etc.). The other two areas, precombustion 
and alternative techniques, have queries created specifically for this section.  

Precombustion pertains to preparing the coal for combustion, and for this filter it focused on 
washing and drying coal, which lowers emissions. Washing includes chemical and biological, 
flotation and gravity techniques as well as general beneficiation of coal. Drying includes 
dewatering and dehydration techniques. Alternative techniques that are highlighted for cleaner 
ways to use coal for energy include gasification, specifically IGCC; circulating or pressurized 
fluidized bed combustion (CFBC or pressurized fluidized bed combustion [PFBC]); and 
supercritical or ultra-supercritical pulverized coal combustion. For most of the alternative 
technique strategies, the patents needed to specify coal somewhere in the patent. Additionally, 
some queries required terminology that related to reducing emissions and pollutants. 

The two areas that are encompassed in other pollution mitigation filters (pollution control–air and 
C&GHG) had keyword filters applied to them to pull out the patents that pertain to coal or to the 
specific alternative technologies. Specific air pollution control techniques captured include low-
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mono-nitrogen-oxide (NOx) burners, flue-gas desulfurization, wet scrubbers, selective catalytic 
reduction, and electrostatic precipitators. The cleaner coal filter identified 2,556 USPTO patents 
granted between 1980 and 2010. 

Environmental Remediation (ER): This subarea encompasses techniques that remediate or clean 
up a contaminated site, either at the site or off-site. It is specific to soil and water sources that 
would be subject to contamination due to oil spills, hazardous waste, or landfill leakage. This 
subarea includes both generalized contaminants and a multitude of specific ones, including heavy 
metals, salts, and polychlorinated biphenyls. A host of remediation techniques (e.g., air sparging, 
solidification and stabilization, phytoremediation, radio-frequency heating, soil washing) were 
searched for within specific codes or along with delimiting keywords. This subarea also includes 
germ warfare and chemical destruction. Additionally, site assessment and monitoring techniques 
are included, provided the patents specifically state that they are for remediation or for 
contaminated sites.  

This subarea does not cover mold remediation, miscellaneous surface remediation, or hazardous 
substance remediation that is required to clean up by-products produced in an industrial or 
laboratory setting. Biohazard protection for personnel was not included. Remediation is a term that 
is used for numerous other purposes, some of which are obviously not related (e.g., computers) and 
others that are similar but not for what this area is meant to capture (e.g., soil remediation to make 
it nutrient rich for agricultural purposes). Due to the nature of this term, it required (in most cases) 
the use of other keywords related to specific contaminants; therefore, there may be patents missing 
that pertain to a specific contaminant that is not in our current list. The ER filter identified 3,062 
USPTO patents granted between 1980 and 2010. 

Pollution Control–Air: This subarea covers general air pollution removal (from air, atmosphere), 
industrial air emission abatement techniques, and vehicle emission technology. The filter includes 
major components of vehicle exhaust emission control within exhaust or waste gas classification 
codes (catalysts, particulate filters, selective catalytic reduction, exhaust gas recirculation, various 
sensors and diagnostics, air-fuel ratios, crankcase emission control, postcombustion devices, etc.). 
Two technologies—apparatus to supply fuel, and fuel-injection systems—were not included for 
two reasons: (1) while these improvements to internal combustion engines were made to reduce 
emissions, they do not eliminate or absorb them; and (2) time constraints did not allow for a deeper 
investigation into these codes to see if these technologies relate to treating emissions. 

This subarea includes removal of solid particles or noxious gases from the air, atmosphere, 
exhaust, or waste gases. Major contaminants include NOx, sulfur oxide (Sox), carbon oxides, 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs), aromatic compounds, smoke, soot, dust, black carbon, 
aerosols, asbestos, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), mercury, ground-level ozone, persistent organic 
pollutants (POPs), and ammonia. While these technologies overlap with the carbon and GHG 
capture and storage technology area, the filter does not include terminology for sequestration or 
storage of GHGs. The major techniques included are solid particle separation, cyclone collectors, 
electrostatic precipitators, baghouses, scrubbers, adsorption, low-NOx burners and scrubbers, 
selective catalytic reduction, exhaust gas recirculation, catalytic converters, treatment of off-gas 
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flares, thermal or catalytic oxidizers, biofilters, cryogenic condensers, flue-gas desulfurization, 
sorbent injection, aerosol separators, high-efficiency particulate air filters, and electrocatalytic 
oxidation.  

Searches including catalyst and filter classification codes were limited to vehicles or specific 
pollutants to reduce unrelated patents, especially for filters. (Many air filters are not related to 
removing pollutants from the air but are designed to keep particulates out of a piece of 
machinery—e.g., an air-intake filter.) Although this subarea does include some air purifiers, it 
excludes those used in the household for allergy purposes. There are a handful of patents included 
in this set related to chemical, biological, radioactive, nuclear (CBRN) detection. Odor pollution of 
air was not specifically included, although some related patents may be captured for substances 
that remove contaminants and also control odor. Household deodorizers were removed, where 
possible.  

While this set may contain some patents related to fuel additives that are intended to reduce 
emissions, fuel additives themselves were not investigated. A sizable portion of the identified 
patents have a dual purpose: (1) treating or removing contaminants from a gas stream (for 
petroleum, hydrocarbon, and fuel products), and (2) reducing, but not eliminating, emissions (e.g., 
desulfurization). Thus, there is no way to discriminate such technologies that are strictly for air 
pollution control purposes; therefore, all such patents were maintained.  

Incineration or combustion of waste gas is a method that may or may not abate air pollution. We 
chose to include such patents after reviewing a sample and finding that their applications appears 
to include reducing air pollution. The pollution control–air filter identified 20,095 USPTO patents 
granted between 1980 and 2010. 

Pollution Control–Solid Waste: This subarea comprises the disposal, treatment, or storage of 
waste, including municipal, animal, human (sludge not sewage), hazardous, and medical, for the 
purpose of pollution control. Pollution control includes (1) reduction of waste materials (e.g., 
composting, compaction, incineration, disintegration); (2) treatment for emission reduction within 
the reduction process (e.g., scrubbers in an incinerator); (3) disposal treatments for keeping 
environmental hazards from air, water, soil (e.g., pathogen reduction, medical waste treatment, 
sterilization, disinfection); (4) storage facilities (e.g., landfills, landfill liners) that reduce the 
release of pollutants into air, water, or soil; (5) transfer stations (sorting, separation); and (6) 
industrial processes for separating waste. 

This subarea does not cover recycling; recovery for reuse as a new or different product; air or 
water pollution control techniques (unless attached to a solid waste device—e.g., a scrubber in an 
incinerator); trash receptacles; trash trucks; street cleaners; deodorizing or cleaning of trash 
facilities; ER; hazardous clean-up; or use of waste for fuel. Biodegradable materials are not 
included because such patents are for a material composition and not about the specific disposal of 
waste.  
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There are valid overlaps with nuclear energy for hazardous waste handling and with bioenergy for 
waste processes that then separate gases for energy production. There is also a valid overlap with 
recycling due to processes that could be used for both (e.g. sorting) or processes that include 
disposing waste in addition to recovery from waste. The pollution control–solid waste filter 
identified 6,430 USPTO patents granted between 1980 and 2010. 

Pollution Control–Water: This subarea pertains to water pollution control, including abatement 
and treatment for point (sewage treatment plants and municipal and industrial waste discharge) and 
nonpoint sources (agricultural run-off and storm water drainage). While this does include 
remediation and removal of contaminants this filter is focused on water sources such as lakes and 
rivers and on wastewater treatment facilities rather than groundwater contamination from 
hazardous spills or open-water contamination from oil spills.  

The areas covered concern drinking water purification and water treatments such as denitrification, 
ozonation, chlorination, disinfection, flocculation, aeration, sedimentation, and several filtration 
techniques. Microscale and portable water filters that remove specific contaminants such as 
pesticides, lead, arsenic, mercury, polychlorinated biphenyl, pathogens, parasites, and viruses are 
included; however, those used only for taste were excluded where possible. It also includes debris 
filtering to prevent eutrophication along with open-water pollutant removal. Processes included 
major techniques utilized for primary, secondary, and tertiary treatments for municipal or 
industrial wastewater or raw sewage. The filter does not include the basic components for a 
wastewater plant, such as piping, installations, drain cleaners, or tools. 

We attempted to exclude water purification used for creating ultrapure water for medical, 
laboratory, or industrial purposes. We attempted to include water purification techniques that 
include bacteria inhibition but not those used in water tanks and not related to drinking or open-
water sources. We attempted to exclude water desalination and water softening. The pollution 
control–water filter identified 8,225 USPTO patents granted between 1980 and 2010. 

Recycling: This subarea primarily pertains to processing used materials so as to form new 
products. It also includes industrial recycling, where a material is reused during a manufacturing 
process or a by-product is recovered for another use. The materials are primarily solids, mainly 
asphalt, cement, metals, paper, pulp, plastic, rubber, textiles, wood, batteries, some electronic 
components (e.g., display materials), and specialty materials (e.g., toner, waste developer). 
Chemical recovery processes were only touched upon due to the large number of false-positives 
that could occur (e.g., recovering the actual chemical in a process, not recovery of waste for reuse). 
This filter may also include some hazardous waste treatment if it includes the recovery of a 
substance (e.g., mercury). Because metals can be recovered as part of soil remediation, this filter 
will have some overlap with ER. Automobile dismantling and recovery of materials are also 
included.  

Processing techniques are prevalent, such as materials separation (primarily solid-solid and solid-
liquid separation), purification, and subsequent reclamation. Although decomposition processes 
are included (e.g., thermal, chemical or biological enzymes), the filter does not cover composting. 
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This area also includes regeneration, reclamation, scrap consolidation, and waste sorting 
techniques, which may overlap with the pollution control–solid waste area. This area does not 
include general repairing of products (e.g., windshield wiper repair kits) or the renewal of articles 
for reuse (polish, upholstering). 

This filter may identify some patents that could be considered peripheral due to the use of 
recycling terminology in (1) a product that is made from a recycled material, or (2) a product that 
was made with the intention to make it easier to recycle. These patents are difficult to discriminate 
with a keyword approach and therefore may be included in the set. Additionally, we attempted to 
remove patents that deal with human and animal waste (excrement), unless they pertain to 
fertilizers from waste. The recycling filter identified 6,999 USPTO patents granted between 1980 
and 2010. 
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B-4. Smart Grid 
Smart grid includes a multitude of technologies that are designed to modernize and increase energy 
efficiency of utility electric grids. Some of these technologies are still in the early stages of their 
development. The overall concern with many of these areas is in finding alternative new ways to 
describe a feature or function. Older technology may use similar terminology but would not work 
for a smart grid. Therefore, the search criteria needed to be kept very specific to the components of 
interest so as to reduce identification of irrelevant patents. Accordingly, smart grid is defined to 
consist of five subareas—advanced components, sensing and measurement, advanced control 
methods (ACM), improved interface and decision support, and integrated communications: 

Advanced Components: According to Systems View of the Modern Grid (NETL 2007), this 
subarea comprises seven sections—complex systems, composite conductors, distributed energy 
resources, distributed storage, EV charging, power electronics, and superconductivity. We did not 
include distributed storage because it is covered in energy storage. The advanced components filter 
identified 3,950 USPTO patents granted between 1980 and 2010.  This subarea is dominated by 
power electronics and superconductivity:  

Complex Systems: This is a very small section that pertains to microgrids and premium power 
parks and direct current (DC) microgrids (where the critical components are DC to alternate 
current [AC] converters). A microgrid enables power systems to either stand alone or be 
integrated with larger, conventional distribution systems. Power parks utilize uninterruptible 
power supplies (UPS) using battery banks, ultracapacitors, or flywheel energy storage. 
Microgrid (or minigrid) is a concept whose component technologies do not appear to be 
different from traditional grids. The difference may be in the connection or disconnection to 
the larger grid and is more control related than component related; therefore, patents related to 
the integration of the microgrid may be in the ACM subarea.  

Composite Conductors: Composite conductors are described as new high-temperature 
composite transmission-cable designs. Three examples were specifically included: the 
aluminum conductor composite core (ACCC) cable patented by CTC Cable; aluminum 
conductor composite reinforced (ACCR) patented by 3M; and the aluminum conductor steel 
supported, but with a trapezoid cross section (ACSS/TW) patented by Southwire. We did not 
capture conventional ACSS or aluminum conductor steel reinforced (ACSR) types. In the 
future, this area can be enhanced by investigating whether new ACM are being considered. 

Distributed Energy Resources (DERs): DERs are small-scale power generation and storage 
technologies. This filter area includes energy conversion devices and integration of DERs into 
the grid. The terminology focused on interconnection and integration to the grid, where 
inverters and converters were also searched for, but only where it was from an energy storage 
or renewable energy source. Although combined heat and power systems may be considered 
part of DERs, they are not covered here. 

EV Charging: This area comprises charging stations and vehicle charging in general, not just 
for the purpose of feeding electricity back into the grid. There is the ability for an EV that is 
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tapped into the grid for charging to be used for power during peak times, so this area is related 
to DERs. 

Power Electronics: This section comprises two main technologies: flexible alternating current 
transmission system (FACTS), and power quality devices. The technologies covered in FACTS 
are static volt ampere reactive (includes compensators, generators, systems, thyristor-
controlled reactors, and thyristor-controlled capacitors); static synchronous compensator; static 
voltage regulators; dynamic volt-amp reactive or distribution static compensator; insulated gate 
bipolar transistor device; unified power flow controllers; distributed static series compensator; 
and distributed series reactance.  

The technologies for power quality consist of phase-shifting transformers, variable-frequency 
transformers, solid-state transfer switches, pulseclosers, converters, thyristor controlled devices 
or valves, and active power filtering and harmonics related per the ECLA patent classification 
codes. The filter also includes patents related to high-voltage, direct current transmission 
(including back-to-back AC/DC converters and inverters), dynamic grid control, and three-
phase power conversion.  

Superconductivity: This section consists of three technology groupings: wires, cables, and 
power lines; fault current limiters (FCL) and transformers; and high-temperature 
superconducting (HTS) materials.   

The wires, cables, and power lines grouping includes terminology related to tapes, thin films, 
and coated conductors, which are all terms associated with either 1G or 2G wires. FCL and 
transformers are closely linked areas. We applied basic keywords to superconductor codes and 
terminology to identify patents that regulate or protect currents. HTS materials are intended to 
capture patenting of the actual materials or compositions that may have high-temperature 
superconductivity.  

There are some patents related to cooling or cryogenics, which is an enabling technology for 
superconductors. We did not investigate cryopumps, cryostats, and cryocoolers, but these 
technologies could be added to this section.  

Sensing and Measurement (SM): The sensing and measurement filter identified 2,918 USPTO 
patents granted between 1980 and 2010. There are seven sections within SM:  

Advanced Instrument Transformers: Advanced instrument transformers go above and 
beyond the traditional voltage or current transformers (transducers) by utilizing optics. They 
are used for sensing, measurement, and metering purposes. While we did not delineate between 
the patent end uses here, we were restrictive in the "use" terms to limit the patents to "optic" 
types or those for power lines, as these can be used for low- or medium-voltage purposes. 
"Sensor" was used rather than "sensing" to minimize false-positives. Several codes specific to 
instrument transformers as well as a measurement code specific to light-responsiveness were 
utilized.  
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Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI): AMI, the largest section within this subarea, 
comprises roughly half of the patents in this subarea. AMI encompasses smart meters (digital, 
solid-state devices) and their functionality, specifically real-time, two-way communications. A 
large part of this subsection entails remote meter reading capability. Program functionality 
includes items such as demand response for load control, remote connect/disconnect, integrated 
voltage/VAR control and may also be used for other automated responses of distribution 
automation devices. Meter data management includes billing programs as well as home energy 
interface programs for consumption tracking (monitoring usage) and reporting. To a lesser 
extent, this may include some interfacing with smart appliances. However, this type of patent 
was not specifically sought out. This filter could be missing (1) communication or monitoring 
means that do not specify a meter (although these may be captured by the Integrated 
Communications filter); (2) digital or solid-state meters that do not specify bidirectional 
capability; and (3) retrofitting standard meters with devices for communication. 

Dynamic Line Rating (DLR): This section comprises temperature, sag, tension, and ampacity 
sensors and also monitoring or measuring techniques for a power line to determine the line 
rating (transfer capacity). While line sensors are not new, real-time transmittance and multiple 
sensors for more accurate line ratings are considered advanced. Although this filter may be 
missing some sensor or monitoring technology that does not specify power line use, 
identification of these areas would capture patents related to too many diverse technologies. 
This filter captures the two main companies operating in this space—Nexans and Underground 
Systems, Inc. (USi).  

General Monitoring/Measuring: This section captures patents that may have been missed 
using the specific terminology used above. This uses on-target codes along with grid 
terminology to capture relevant monitoring patents that may or may not be included elsewhere. 
A significant portion relates to current detection or to flow or power quality. We believe that 
some patents identified in this filter will be for the existing grid and not a smart grid; however, 
the companies with high patent counts in this area are relevant to smart grid. 

Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs): There are four parts to a synchrophasor data system that 
we attempted to capture: the PMU, which measures voltage and current phasors with precise 
time stamps provided by a Global Positioning System (GPS) clock; the real-time 
communication from the PMU to the location where it will be used; the phasor data 
concentrator, which receives and time synchronizes the phasor data from multiple PMUs; and 
data storage, which enables post-real-time analysis (see NERC (2010a)).  

Protective Systems: This section comprises protective relaying, waveform analysis (which is a 
means to locate faults), and pulseclosing (which is a means of fault protection). Most of the 
patents in this section are for protective relaying. Protective relaying relates to digital 
protective relays that are more sophisticated than the older analog or electromechanical types. 
A microprocessor is used to enable enhanced functions such as fault location and detection; 
transformer and bus fault protection; self-checking diagnostics; and improvements that allow 
for integrated communications. 
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Specific Monitoring Devices: This section has four subcomponents, which include fiber-optic 
temperature sensors (FOTS), circuit breaker monitoring, cable monitoring, and battery 
monitoring. FOTS relates to hot spot monitoring for transformers. There are few patents with 
this term, and it is unclear if all could be used for a dynamic, real-time environment, but all 
have been included. Circuit breaker monitoring is identified as a real-time monitoring system 
that measures the number of operations since last maintenance, operate times, oil or gas 
insulation levels, l2t energy, and breaker mechanism signatures. Through terminology, attempts 
were made to restrict this technology to high-voltage breakers or real-time monitoring. 

Cable monitoring is described as helping "to determine changes in buried cable health by 
trending partial discharges or periodic impulse testing of monitored lines" (NETL (2007)). It 
was not restricted to buried cable and includes testing, monitoring, or measuring cables for 
hotspots, faults, phase shifting, or impulses. We attempted to remove patents for telecom and 
television purposes. Battery monitoring is described as checking "cell health, specific gravity, 
liquid level, cell voltage and charge/discharge characteristics" (NETL 2007:B2-10). This was 
restricted to UPS or grid related backup and auxiliary power.  

ACM: The ACM filter identified 922 USPTO patents granted between 1980 and 2010. This 
subarea comprises five sections: 

Analytical Tools: This section includes various tools that aid in the control of a smart grid by 
analyzing data in new ways that enable self-healing, real-time assessments, and forecasting to 
keep the electricity power grid running smoothly and efficiently. Many are vendor-specific 
solutions, some of which are patented, while others are software-based and without patents. 
These tools include Grid-3P (performance monitoring tool); dynamic security assessment (on-
line, real-time assessment of grid abnormalities); Consortium Electric Reliability Technology 
Solutions (CERTS) monitoring applications based on synchronized phasor measurements (use 
of phasor measurement unit [PMU] data with a communication network); Gridwise (an 
initiative to mesh market aspects of the grid with physical performance); Physical Operating 
Margin (POM)/Transient Stability; Augusta Systems's SensorBridge (which may now be 
renamed to GridMonitor), which is a software component that enables rapid integration of 
sensor and actuator assets into existing data systems); EleQuant's AGORA (a proprietary 
noniterative load flow algorithm that validates the quality of real-time data and off-line system 
models); weather and load forecasting; and fault locator for distribution systems (description 
similar to waveform analysis in the sensing and measurement subarea). 

Distributed Intelligent Agents: This section filters for seven subcomponents, where most of 
the patents are related to energy management systems: (1) grid-friendly appliance controllers 
(computer chips that monitor the grid for potential overloads and will automatically turn off an 
appliance in order to relieve loads on the grid, providing demand response capabilities); (2) 
intelligent tap changers (on-load tap changers that take into account voltages at both the 
transmission and distribution levels, utilizing both high- and low-voltage levels to perform 
advanced control of voltage regulation); (3) power factor correction devices (used to minimize 
distribution system losses and to stabilize system voltage, equipped with digital controllers and 
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providing real-time data); (4) integrated voltage/VAR control (used to optimize power factors 
and meet voltage magnitude targets, balancing conflicts between unity power factor and unity 
voltage); (5) state estimators (software to predict the state of a grid using the collection of real-
time parameter data); (6) energy management systems (technologies that enable monitoring, 
controlling, and optimizing the grid; energy management of power usage and resources; 
dispatching DER or stored energy and aggregating power for DER; electric vehicle charging; 
HVAC; and load control and home energy management); and (7) dynamic distributed power 
control devices (generic dynamic control devices for the grid along with distributed intelligent 
agents). 

General Control: This section attempts to capture control aspects of the grid that were not 
identified in other areas of smart grid. This area can include a wide range of the control 
applications outlined in subsequent sections of ACM where specific terms would not have 
captured them otherwise. These technologies include energy management within specific 
devices (such as an elevator or appliance) that pertains to the wider grid, control of alternative 
energy sources or distributed energy resources, and general power management control. We 
believe that some of the patents in the 1980s and early 1990s do not pertain to smart grid and 
that some will not even pertain to an electricity grid. Because a power distribution system 
could be a computer system, we restricted search terms to specific classification codes in this 
area, which should limit identification of computer systems. 

Operational Applications: This section filters for nine subcomponents: (1) substation 
automation (utilizes communication integration in near real-time to remotely monitor, control 
and coordinate electric distribution); (2) substation modernization platform gateway (an 
advanced substation gateway via a computing platform which is the point of access for 
intelligent electronic devices that have a number of functions: protocol converter, data 
concentrator, terminal server, automation processor and time synchronizer), which has very 
few patents at this time; (3) advanced supervisory control and data acquisition (a system for 
monitoring and controlling generation, transmission, and distribution of an electric power grid 
to meet the demands of a smart grid); (4) distribution automation (enables a utility to monitor, 
coordinate, and operate distribution components remotely in real-time through the use of smart 
sensors with integrated communications technologies to provide real-time [automatic] 
reconfiguration), which includes detecting, locating, and isolating a fault as well as automated 
load restoration and is an area that also includes feeder automation; (5) miscellaneous control 
systems (focusing on distributed intelligent control systems (aka multiagents) and patents for 
various existing systems, including Intelliteam, eBoard, and HiQgrid Digital Control Systems); 
(6) smart maintenance (software-based concept to prioritize maintenance based on real-time 
condition monitoring); (7) demand response (includes demand side management, customer 
demand management, demand control, and load shedding in response to demand conditions); 
(8) outage management (allows operators to rapidly determine causes of distribution outages 
and enables rapid restoration including remote reconfiguration); and (9) asset optimization. 
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Miscellaneous Entries: We identified a few patents that did not seem to fit into the above 
sections. These were also somewhat ambiguous from both a technology and clear-cut filter 
strategy perspective, or the concepts were inherently covered in the other sections. These 
consist of GridStat real-time voltage stability, integration with other enterprise-wide processes 
and technologies, and grid shock absorber.  

Improved Interfaces and Decision Support (IIDS): The improved interfaces and decision 
support filter identified 246 USPTO patents granted between 1980 and 2010. This subarea consists 
of three main sections: (1) training and simulators, (2) decision support, and (3) visualization. 
These three sections overlap due to the nature of some of the terms and the codes. 

Decision Support: Decision support primarily relates to software programs that assist grid 
operators in making decisions, both real-time and predictive. It includes alerting tools, what-if 
and course-of-action tools, risk and probability assessments, autonomous agents, business 
intelligence and on-line analytical processing (OLAP), power system analysis tools, data 
optimization, and distribution modeling software. By using terminology specific to known 
vendors' patents, we were typically able to get relevant patents with few false-positives; 
however, it also keeps potential relevant patents out of the mix. Due to the information 
technology aspect of this area, a full text electric string was used, where the link into direct 
utility use may not be obvious or may not be the main aspect of the invention (specifically for 
business intelligence and OLAP). 

Training and Simulators: This section is related to simulation techniques for operator 
training, including real-time simulators, system operator training, control room design reviews, 
human-factor reviews, and human-performance analysis. The only area of this section that 
yielded any patents was simulation techniques. 

Visualization: Visualization pertains to techniques and technologies used to bring better 
visualization tools to power grid operators to allow them to make quicker decisions. This 
includes 3-D visualization, virtual reality, volumetric and holographic types of images, Web-
based interactive maps, graphics packaging, pattern recognition, haptics interfaces, 
geographical information systems (GIS), interactive user interfaces, and dashboards. Most of 
the technologies could yield very broad results; therefore, for the most part, there also had to be 
power grid terminology somewhere in the patent.  

Integrated Communications: The integrated communications filter identified 731 USPTO 
patents granted between 1980 and 2010. This subarea comprises two sections—integrated 
communications (IC) and cybersecurity:  

Integrated Communications (IC): IC allows all devices and systems on the grid to 
communicate with each other and operators in near real-time to achieve optimal performance 
with fewer outages. There are close to 30 different communication types outlined in (NETL 
2009) that are being considered for integrated communications. Because of the vast number of 
patents for the communication types listed, we limited the search criteria to those related to an 
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electricity grid or with interconnection or interoperability capabilities. Nearly one-third of the 
patents in this set relates to meter reading and therefore will be included in the AMI section as 
well.  

Cyber Security: Cyber security is related to the security of information flow for electrical 
utility grid purposes. Much of this area is related to utility meter tampering and protection. This 
does not cover generic communication-related security, so it will miss patents for smart grid 
solutions that do not specify the invention's use in an electricity grid somewhere in the body of 
the patent. 
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